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Section 1
OVERVIEW
Section 1 provides a program overview which includes an introduction, a summary
of the system approach, a description of the Stirling hydraulic engine concept,
highlights of system performance, conclusions, and recommendations. Section 2
provides a more detailed description of the system and the conceptual design.
Section 3 addresses reliability and maintenance. Sections 4 and 5 include
references and appendices. The appendices provide technical detail in specific
areas including the complete cost report from Pioneer Engineering in Appendix I.
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of this NASA/DOE contract (DEN3-371) is development of
a high confidence conceptual design for a free-piston Stirling engine system
designed to deliver 25 kW of three-phase electric power to a utility grid
when coupled to the 11 meter Test Bed Concentrator (TBC) at SNLA. Further
specific objectives include a design life of 60,000 hours, minimum life cycle
cost and dynamic balancing.
The approach used to achieve these objectives is a hermetically sealed Stirling
hydraulic engine concept based on technology developed to an advanced level
during the past 20 years for a fully implantable artificial heart power source.
Such engines and critical components have demonstrated operating times in
the desired range. This approach provides full film hydrodynamic lubrication
of all sliding parts, simple construction with conventi,onal automotive
manufacturing tolerances, proven hydraulically coupled counterbalancing,
and simple but effective power control to optimally follow insolation
variations. This concept maximizes use of commercially available components
including hydraulic motors and rotary induction generators which can optionally
be mounted at the focus or placed on the ground or behind the mirror to
minimize or redistribute suspended weight. The output from several engine
concentrator modules can optionally be directed to one large motor/generator.
The final conceptual design is a simple, rugged system which can be prototyped
with a high degree of confidence. The design was supported by solid engineering
analysis and was carried through to a higher level of detail than is typical
for conceptual designs.
1.2 SUMMARY
Section 1.2 briefly describes the major aspects of the conceptual design. It
is broken into three subsections which address the overall system, the Stirling
hydraulic engine, and the overall performance.
1.2.1 System Approach
The stand-alone version of the advanced solar thermal Stirling power system
is depicted in the artist's sketch of Figure 1-1. It i11ustrates a parabolic
concentrator which focuses the incident solar energy into a cavity receiver.
This thermal energy is converted by a Stirling hydraulic engine to provide
pumped hydraulic fluid which generates conditioned electrical output directly
from a commercially proven hydraulic motor and rotary induction generator.
A separate fan coil heat exchanger provides the necessary thermodynamic heat
rejection to the ambient air. These components can be mounted adjacent to
the concentrator focus as illustrated, or any of them except receiver and
the Stirling hydraulic engine may be mounted remotely, either behind the
mirror or on the ground.
An example of the remote mounting option is illustrated in the artist's
concept of Figure 1-2. This shows the central region in an array of twenty
engine/concentrator units where the hydraulic output of twenty engines is
used to drive six commercial hydraulic motor/induction generator units.
The primary motivation for this approach was to realize both economies of
scale and some improvement in system efficiency by grouping the components.
The final results of the Pioneer cost study however, show that extra piping
and other components in the array system actually increase the per kilowatt
capital cost by 11.5 percent. The stand-alone version is therefore the
standard.
COIL HEAT EXCHANGER
HYDRAULIC MOTOR
STIRLING HYDRAULIC ENGINE
ECEIVER
ROTARY GENERATOR
PARABOLIC CONCENTRATOR
I • i!
Figure 1-1. Artist's Concept of Stand-Alone Dish Solar Stirling Hydraulic Power System
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The relationship of the system elements can be visualized by the block
diagram of Figure 1-3. The insolation reflected by the concentrator is
absorbed in the receiver where it is transferred to the Stirling engine
heater head by a simple, rugged and reliable, pool boiler reflux heat pipe.
Pulsatile hydraulic flow from the Stifling hydraulic engine is smoothed by
the pulsation suppressors for use by the hydraulic motor. Engine waste heat
is rejected to the atmosphere by the cooler. A simple, energy conservative,
automatic control system adjusts engine power to maintain constant hot end
temperature over a wide range of insolation power levels. The output shaft
of the hydraulic motor couples directly to the induction generator, which
easily switches to or from tile grid and produces inherently conditioned
power. The cooler, surge suppressors, hydraulic motor, and induction generator
are all proven, reliable, commercially available components. Thus, major
portions of the system have an established track record and provide total
confidence in their performance and cost parameters.
Figure 1-4 illustrates the system configuration on the left side with a
simplified representation of the major components shown on the right. The
receiver at the bottom left absorbs the solar flux from the concentrator
on a surface backed by liquid potassium. The heat boils the potassium which
then transfers the heat to the Stirling engine by condensing on the heater
tubes. This heat transfer mechanism is described as a reflux boiler heat
pipe. It is analogous to the function of a conventional double boiler in
which heat from a cook stove boils water in the lower kettle. The water
vapor condenses on the bottom of the upper kettle to provide uniform heat at
a constant temperature.
The STC Stirling hydraulic engine is a simple but dynamically stable free-piston
engine which, in small sizes, has demonstrated years of maintenance-free
operation without performance degradation. It is functionally described in
Section 1.2.2 with more detailed description in Section 2. Scaling evaluation
of the basic Stirling cycle, fluid flow losses, and bellows dynamics show
that the proven small engines can be scaled to the required power level.
The high pressure hydraulic fluid output from the Stirling hydraulic engine
is used by commercially proven components to generate the desired three-phase
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electric output with low harmonic distortion and high power factor. These
components include a Volvo hydraulic motor connected to a GE induction
generator which are off-the-shelf components with field proven reliability,
performance, and cost.
These elements combine to produce a high confidence, high reliability, high
performance, cost effective system design which can be developed with minimal
risk.
1.2.2 Stirling Hydraulic Engine
A free-piston Stirling engine which delivers power as pumped hydraulic fluid
is referred to in this report as a Stirling hydraulic or STIRLIC TM engine.
This is the key developmental area of the design developed under this contract.
The free-piston Stifling hydraulic engine is quite simple. A functional
comparison with the more familiar Free-Piston Stirling Engine/Linear Alternator
(FPSLA) is illustrated in Figure 1-5. The heater, cooler, regenerator and
displacer for both systems are conceptually identical.
The difference in displacer drives is that, whereas the FPSLA drive rod
resonates through a gas clearance seal against the displacer gas spring with
no positive means of amplitude stabilization and control, the STIRLIC TM drive
rod is hydraulically coupled to the displacer gas spring by means of the
stabilizer/controller which stabilizes the displacer amplitude. Throttling
this hydraulic coupling flow with a spool valve provides a well proven,
remarkably simple and energy efficient method of engine speed and power
control over a turndown ratio of five or more.
The stabilizer/controller prevents damaging overstroking of the displacer and
consequently the power piston under all operating conditions and load changes.
It also perfectly counterbalances the displacer, since it is on axis with
the displacer in the conceptual layout design.
The power pistons are conceptually the same, with a variation in how power is
extracted. The FPSLA typically attaches permanent magnets (or, moving copper
or moving iron) to the power piston which interact with electromagnetic fields
to generate electricity. The Stirling hydraulic power piston has an integral
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pumping intensifier piston which directly produces high pressure hydraulic
flow. As with the displacer drive rod, the FPSLA power piston operates
entirely in the helium working fluid with gas bearing support and clearance
seals while the STIRLIC" power piston operates in hydraulic fluid with
hydrodynamic lubrication and hermetic bellows seals.
In both cases, the motion of the free power piston is accommodated by the
power piston gas spring or buffer gas volume. One advantage of the Stirling
hydraulic concept is that the hermetic bellows seals allow use of an optimum
gas in the buffer and displacer gas springs. This can reduce the gas spring
hysteresis losses by as much as 97 percent (Reference I) and/or allow a
reduction in the size and therefore cost of the gas spring pressure vessels.
1.2.3 Performance Summary
The key performance parameters for the solar thermal Stirling hydraulic
system are summarized in Table I-I. The insolation levels are as specified
in RFP3-117122, Conceptual Design of a Solar Electric Advanced Stirling Power
System. The engine was designed to operate continuously at the peak insolation
of Ii00 W/m2. The specific requirement was for the engine to survive this
flux for 15 minutes, but designing it to operate continuously at this level
allows generation of significantly more kW-hr per year. The nominal receiver
input power was specified in the RFP as 75 kW for an insolation of 950 W/m2.
This linearly extrapolates to 86.8 kW at the peak survival flux. According
to analysis by Sanders Associates, at the controlled hot engine temperature
of 700%, the receiver loses 7.5 kW regardless of heat input level. This
determines engine heat input for the two conditions in Table i-I.
The output to the grid is determined on the basis of thermodynamic engine
analysis by Gedeon Associates and STC, hydraulic losses, and published
commercial specifications for the hydraulic motor, rotary induction generator,
and fan coil heat exchanger. The net result of 25.2 kW delivered to the
grid for nominal conditions is right on the target objective of 25 kW, while
the peak output of 29.6 kW maximizes the overall annual system effectiveness.
Component efficiencies relating to the above energy flows are also provided
in Table i-I. Other pertinent information is highlighted at the bottom.
I0
Table 1-1
SUMMARYOFKEYPERFORMANCEPARAMETERS
DESIGNPOINT
OPERATION
(SURVIVALPOWER)
NOMINALPOWER
OPERATION
(75 kWTORECEIVER)
Insolation W/m2
Receiver Heat Input kW
Engine Heat Input kW
Output to Grid kW
Receiver Efficiency %
Engine-Generator
Efficiency %
Receiver-Engine
Generator Efficiency %
1100.0
86.8
79.3
29.6
91.4
37.3
34.1
950.0
75.0
67.5
25.2
90.0
37.3
33.6
System Annual Net Output
65,200 kW hr to Grid
System Annual Gross Input (from RFP)
206,800 kW hr
Annualized Energy Efficiency
= 65,200/206,800 = 31.5%
Stand-Alone System Weights
Suspended Weight
Optionally Suspended or Ground Based Weight
320 kg
549 kg
705 Ib
1209 Ib
Weights Per Engine for 20 Engine Arra_
Suspended Weight
Ground Based Weight
320 kg
807 kg
705 Ib
1770 Ib
I]
The net annual system output of 65,200 kW-hr is based on the annualized
insolation table provided in the RFP. It represents the maximum practical
level obtainable by any machine with the indicated efficiencies, since it
takes advantage of virtually all insolation levels with a highly efficient
power control mechanism.
1.3 CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions reached in development of the dish solar Stirling hydraulic engine
concept are the following:
• All of the technical requirements of the RFP are satisfactorily addressed
by the present conceptual design.
• The present conceptual design is based on technology which has been
proven on other programs and/or in the commercial marketplace.
The STC free-piston engine is similar in many ways to gas bearing
free-piston engines, but incorporates specific, distinct improvements.
STC suggests that these improvements be given significant weight in the
comparison of the STC engine with gas bearing engines.
The simple hermetically sealed Stirling hydraulic engine is based on
20 years of development of reliable long-life engines. Engines of this
type have demonstrated unattended operating times in the range of
60,000 hours with completely internal lubrication and makeup systems.
The primary concerns of scaling from small engines with long term life
tests to the engine for the present 30 kW system involve the Stirling engine
gas circuit, bellows dynamics, and hydraulic fluid flow losses. These
concerns have been addressed in the present design.
• The heat transport system is a simple potassium reflux boiler, which is
inexpensive, rugged, predictable, and provides excellent performance.
12
• Potassium is clearly preferred over sodium as the heat transport medium
of choice for the 700% heat source.
The stand-alone configuration and the multi-engine-generator array
configuration both meet the suspended weight criteria of the solicitation.
Engine-generator efficiency is 37.3%. Receiver-engine-generator efficiency
is 34.1%.
Annual net energy generation is 65,200 kW hr.
Demonstrated engine balancing methods completely eliminate vibration
at all operating conditions.
System operation is fully automatic.
A simple and lightly loaded stabilizer/controller eliminates stability
and control problems which often complicate operation of non-stabilized
free-piston Stirling engines.
A simple control provides smooth and efficient variation of engine power
from very low levels to peak survival conditions while precisely regulating
receiver temperatures.
In the stand-alone version the hydraulic motor self regulates, External
control is not required.
The rotary induction generator requires no control.
The clearance between the displacer and the cylinder liner is an
effective displacer seal.
The baseline concept employs a proven porous wire screen regenerator.
The selected concept is highly manufacturable. Piston diametral clearances
up to 1.5 mils per inch of diameter are acceptable.
13
The engine and generator require zero maintenance for 60,000 hours of
operation. The hydraulic motor requires less than 12 man hours of
maintenance in 60,000 hours of operation. Although the engine is designed
for zero maintenance, replacement of most engine components is possible.
• The system is designed to handle operation at survival power for the
entire 60,O00-hour life.
The system employs a commercial hydraulic motor, a commercial rotary
induction generator, and a commercial cooling system. These commercial
components provide the advantages of zero development cost and well
characterized performance, life, and operating characteristics.
• Hydraulic power systems have proven to be very reliable and easy to use
in field applications, as exemplified in Appendix H.
Extensive design trades were conducted for the heat transport system before
selecting the simple, rugged, reliable pool boiler approach. Several versions
of wicked and reflux heat pipes were evaluated, but it was concluded that they
were more costly (fine mesh screen), more complex (wick and artery installation),
and less reliable (wick imperfections, burnout and thermal cycling sensitivity).
For space applications, these problems are minimized by lack of pumping against
a gravity head. Since a reflux boiler requires gravity, a wicked heat pipe is
the obvious choice for space applications. For terrestrial use in limited
orientations with high heat fluxes and low cost objectives, the pool boiler is
a similarly obvious choice.
Early hot end work on this contract used a nominal 800°C operating temperature,
but practical materials problems led to reducing hot end temperature to 700°C.
Sodium was clearly the optimum choice for heat transport at 800°C, but at
700°C its low vapor pressure and consequent low mass transport capability make
sodium impractical. Potassium, on the other hand, has excellent properties at
700°C, making it the obvious choice.
The Stirling hydraulic engine design went through a series of iterations to
improve manufacturability and to make it more cost effective. The final design,
14
as described in Section 2, is a simple design with relatively loose tolerances
and large clearances which should adapt well to reasonable cost mass production.
The engine technology is well grounded with years of maintenance-free operating
experience on small Stirling hydraulic engines providing a high level of
confidence that design objectives can be met.
One of the major advantages of the Stirling hydraulic concept is that the
power generation mechanism consists entirely of highly refined field proven
commercial components requiring no development. Hydraulic motors have
demonstrated long life and high reliability in such diverse and demanding
environments as food processing facilities, sewage treatment plants, and heavy
construction and farming equipment. Rotary induction generators (identical
with induction motors) are used in a very wide variety of applications.
One of the most relevant uses is with thousands of wind turbines where the
generator output is connected to the grid.
1.4 RECOMMENDATIONS
This contract has resulted in a conceptual design with outstanding potential
for meeting the specified reliability and performance objectives. The stability,
control, conventional tolerances and manufacturing, fully developed power
generator, straightforward pool boiler heat transport, and proven multiyear
lifetime of conceptually similar engines cannot be duplicated by any known
alternative system. The following categories of recommendations can be
objectively supported by the results of the contract.
General Recommendations
1. Implement optional Task 3, ASCS Reference Design. This will allow
consolidation of all design options considered into a complete and fully
consistent set of layout drawings, with consideration for the results of
the manufacturing cost and manufacturability study.
1 Initiate follow-on effort to complete the detail design, fabrication and
testing of a prototype Stirling hydraulic system suitable for testing on
the Sandia National Laboratories II meter Test Bed Concentrator.
15
Specific Recommendations
1. Implement coupon tests of CG-27 in a closed potassium reflux capsule which
simulates the surface-to-volume ratio and material combinations to be used
in the end system.
2. Conduct heater tube braze joint compatibility tests under conditions similar
to those for the CG-27 coupon tests.
1 (Long term option for maximum cost and performance potential.) Conduct
technology development of the annular foil regenerator concept evaluated
for the Preliminary Design Review. Such development should include
demonstration of fabrication practicality and measurement of regenerator
performance in a suitable test rig.
16
Section 2
CONCEPTUALDESIGNDESCRIPTION
Section 2 of the report discusses all aspects of the conceptual design. Topics
include the system approach, system performance, receiver, reflux heat pipe,
Stirling Hydraulic engine, commercial components, system integration, and
controls.
2.1 SYSTEM APPROACH AND PERFORMANCE
This subsection explains the overall approach from a system viewpoint,
discusses the advantages provided by the chosen system, and briefly summarizes
overall performance. The numerous and significant advantages specific to
the Stirling hydraulic engine, are discussed in Section 2.2, Engine Module
Design.
2.1.1 System Approach
The STC conceptual design takes advantage of a remarkable long life Stifling
engine technology demonstrated for artificial heart and portable compressor
applications. In the selected system approach, Stirling engines produce
hydraulic power which is converted to electric power by motor-generator sets
employing commercial hydraulic motors driving commercial induction generators.
The system can be configured as a stand-alone power plant, in which a Stirling
engine, a commercial hydraulic motor, and a commercial induction generator
are supported by the concentrator, or can be configured as an array in which
the hydraulic output from twenty engines is connected in parallel to feed
six centrally located ground mounted motor-generator sets.
At the conclusion of the technical effort, STC selected the array configuration
as the baseline design over the stand-alone configuration partly because the
cost per kilowatt of motor-generator components, particularly the hydraulic
motor, is reduced in larger component sizes. Also, five of the six hydraulic
motors in the array are fixed displacement motors with higher efficiency than
the variable displacement motor used with the stand-alone configuration. This
17
gives the array system an efficiency advantage of about one percentage point
over the stand-alone unit. Basing the motor-generator sets on the ground to
minimize the concentrator supported weight is another point supporting the
array as the baseline concept. However, the supported weight for both the
stand-alone and the array system is within the limits established for the
Test Bed Concentrator.
The array configuration was the baseline design for the cost analysis by
Pioneer and the stand-alone configuration was an alternative. Final results
of the Pioneer study, included in total in Appendix I, concluded that the
stand-alone system offered manufacturing costs 10.3% below those of the
array system. Therefore, the Stirling hydraulic stand-alone configuration
is preferable to the array.
The stand-alone system is be discussed before the array. The stand-alone
system is shown in the artist's concept in Figure 2-1 and in the block diagram
of Figure 2-2.
As shown in Figure 2-2, heat delivered to the receiver is used by the engine
to produce a flow of hydraulic fluid which drives a hydraulic motor coupled
directly to an induction generator. Control is simple° A key advantage of
this concept is a remarkably simple engine control system which varies engine
frequency, thereby modulating heat input and power output. High efficiency
is provided over a very wide insolation range, taking advantage of very
low to very high levels of incident solar heating. The energy efficient
engine power output turndown ratio exceeds 5 to I. The controlled variable of
the engine control system is the temperature of the potassium surrounding the
heater head. The engine control system precisely regulates heater head
temperature, which is important because all candidate heater head materials
lose strength dramatically above the design operating temperature. The
alternatives to precise control of heater head temperature are premature
heater head failure or lower efficiency than predicted, both of which are
unacceptable.
Pursuing the subject of system control further, the engine produces a flow
rate of hydraulic fluid which is roughly proportional to the heat input rate
18
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Figure 2-1. Artist's Concept of the Stand-Alone System
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delivered by the receiver. In the stand-alone system shown in Figure 2-1,
the variable displacement hydraulic motor self regulates by using a factory
engineered control option to maintain constant hydraulic system pressure
difference and adjusts to the flow rate delivered by the engine. The motor-
generator set runs at a constant pressure difference established by the
hydraulic motor controller and slightly above 1800 rpm as established by
the slip speed of the induction generator. Thus heat input is transformed
by the engine to variable hydraulic flow rate at constant pressure. This
flow is transformed to variable current at constant line voltage by the
combination of the self-controlled hydraulic motor and the induction
generator, both operating near generator synchronous frequency. As with
any rotary induction machine, the generator can be switched onto the grid
with no concerns for phasing and will operate as a motor or generator,
slightly below or above synchronous speed, depending on the torque applied
to the generator shaft.
The array configuration is shown as an artist's concept in Figure 2-3 and as
a block diagram in Figure 2-4. An array of twenty engine modules, each
mounted on its respective concentrator, supplies hydraulic power to an array
of six motor-generator sets located on the ground in a location central to
the cluster of concentrators.
Control of the array is very similar to control of the stand-alone system.
The difference is that the combined output of twenty engines is consumed
entirely by up to six hydraulic motors. This is accomplished by a motor-
generator array controller which senses the hydraulic pressure delivered to
the hydraulic motors and adjusts the combined hydraulic motor displacement
of the array by valving fixed displacement hydraulic motors into and out of
operation. The combined hydraulic motor displacement is increased or decreased
as required to maintain the one variable displacement hydraulic motor within
its pressure control band, where it can automatically regulate its own
displacement to accommodate small variations in flow. In summary, the fixed
displacement motors turn on and off to handle large flow variations. The
variable displacement motor modulates to handle small flow variations. In
the array concept, heat is transformed into variable flow rate at constant
pressure by an array of engines, and flow rate is transformed into variable
21
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electric current by a variable displacement array of motor-generators
operating at the constant voltage and frequency provided by the grid.
2.1.2 System Performance
System thermodynamic performance is summarized by Figure 2-5 which shows the
total insolation heat flow to the concentrator, the heat flow to the receiver,
the heat flow to the engine, and the net electric output to the grid. These
parameters are plotted in kW as functions of the time in hours power is
available above a given level. Areas under the curve represent annual energy
in kilowatt-hours.
The design parameters of the engine and power generation equipment were
established to allow routine operation of the system at the survival power
level. In addition, the excellent stability and control provided by the
engine concept allow the engine to operate routinely at any available power
down to very low levels. Thus the ability of the system to utilize the entire
spectrum of insolation levels is outstanding.
Two particular system power levels are identified on the graph. The first
of these is the survival power case with 86.8 kW available to the receiver
and nearly 30 kW delivered to the grid. The second is the nominal power case
with 75 kW available to the receiver and just above 25 kW delivered to the
grid.
Table 2-1 lists key power throughput and efficiency terms for design point
operation and nominal power operation. The overall efficiency is about 34%
for the combination of the receiver, the engine, and the generator, which are
the components defined by the conceptual design process. Weights are given
for the stand-alone configuration and the 20 engine array configuration. In
the stand-alone configuration, the 320 Kg engine module must be suspended at
the receiver mounting ring. The remaining 549 Kg can be suspended at the
mounting ring, behind the mirror, or on the ground. The ground based weight
for the array is larger than that for the stand-alone configuration primarily
because of pipe runs. The weights given in Table 2-I tend to be estimated
on the high side.
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Table 2-1
SUMMARY OF KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
DESIGN POINT
OPERATION
(SURVIVAL POWER)
NOMINAL POWER
OPERATION
(75 kW TO RECEIVER)
Insolation W/m 2
Receiver Heat Input kW
Engine Heat Input kW
Output to Grid kW
Receiver Efficiency %
Engine-Generator
Efficiency %
Receiver-Engine
Generator Efficiency %
1100.0
86.8
79.3
29.6
91.4
37.3
34.1
950.0
75.0
67.5
25.2
90.0
37.3
33.6
System Annual Net Output
65,200 kW hr to Grid
System Annual Gross Input (from RFP)
206,800 kW hr
Annualized Energy Efficiency
= 65,200/206,800 = 31.5%
Stand-Alone System Weights
Suspended Weight
Optionally Suspended or Ground Based Weight
320 kg
549 kg
705 Ib
1209 Ib
Weights Per Engine for 20 Engine Array
Suspended Weight
Ground Based Weight
320 kg
807 kg
705 Ib
1770 Ib
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Annual energy delivery to the grid is 65,200 kW-hours. The annual solar
insolation distribution was specified in the original request for proposal
(RFP). The specified insolation ranges and the time spent in each range are
repeated from the RFP in Table 2-2. Also included in Table 2-2 are the
thermal input at the mid-point of each range and the net electrical output
associated with each thermal input level. Thermal input values were calculated
by a linear extrapolation from the nominal operating point of 75 kW thermal
input to the receiver at an insolation level of 950 W/m2. Output power was
determined by subtracting all fixed heat losses at 700 C, then multiplying
thermal input by all component efficiencies at the given power level.
Annualized thermal input and net electrical output were determined by plotting
the thermal input and net output as function of the number of hours in a year
and integrating the areas under the curves, as shown in Figure 2-5. These
figures were determined by the evaluation of system efficiency at all operating
power levels, in conjunction with the annual solar insolation distribution as
described below.
2.2 ENGINE MODULE DESIGN
This section discusses the design of the engine module, shown in outline form
in Figure 2-6. It consists of the receiver, the reflux boiler heat pipe, and
the Stifling hydraulic engine. Topics covered include the receiver and reflux
boiler heat pipe, the Stirling hydraulic engine, evaluation of materials
considered in the design, computer simulation, and other analyses performed
in support of the design.
2.2.1 Receiver and Reflux Boiler Heat Pipe
Alternatives investigated for the heat transport system include the reflux
boiler heat pipe, discussed in Appendix A, the capillary heat pipe, discussed
in Appendix B, and other concepts, discussed in Appendix C. Receiver analysis
is discussed in Appendix A. A chart comparing the various concepts considered
is presented as Figure 2-7. The reflux boiler was chosen over the other heat
transport system alternatives for the reasons given below. All other candidates
had serious disadvantages.
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Table 2-2
ANNUAL SOLAR INSOLATION DISTRIBUTION AND RESULTANT POWER LEVELS
THERMAL INPUT NET ELECTRICAL
INSOLATION TIME AT MEAN ISOLATION OUTPUT
WATTS/m 2 HOURS/YEAR kW kW
0 to 99 5,091 3.9 -
100 to 199 276 11.8 1.5
200 to 299 201 19,7 4,4
300 to 399 216 27.6 7.4
400 to 499 181 35.5 10.3
500 to 599 229 43.4 13.2
600 to 699 261 51.3 16.1
700 to 799 444 59.2 19.0
800 to 899 674 67.1 21.9
900 to 999 1,021 75.0 24.8
1,000 to 1,099 168 82.9 27.8
28
36.00 IN. DIA B.C.
8.0 IN. DIA
AP!
HEATER-RECEIVER
/
/
36.8 IN.
Figure 2-6. Engine Module Outline
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• Satisfies design requirements
• Rugged
• Inexpensive
• Manufacturable
• Good confidence in performance
• Insensitive to dynamic loads
• Does not require priming
• Negligible variation in heater tube temperature
• Minimal development testing
• Starts without difficulty
• No active components
A disadvantage of the reflux boiler is weight (25 kg) of the potassium
inventory. A minor concern regarding the potassium inventory is the question
of fire hazard. Much larger liquid metal inventories are used in fast nuclear
reactor cooling systems where the requirement for safe systems is heightened
by nuclear safety questions. Further, the spacing between concentrators is
sufficient to virtually eliminate the risk of a fire spreading.
A cross section of the receiver and reflux boiler heat pipe is shown in
Figure 2-8. In principle, the system is no more complex than a stove top
double boiler. The heat pipe container is formed by the absorber surface,
the heat pipe enclosure, and the engine hot end. The system is configured so
that the heater tubes are never submerged in the potassium pool, regardless
of the concentrator elevation angle.
The weight of the engine is transferred to the support cone by the heat pipe
enclosure. The combined weight of the engine, the receiver, and the reflux
boiler is transferred to the aperture plate mounting ring by the support
cone. The heat pipe, the absorber, the support cone and the insulation
retainer are a welded assembly of formed and sheet parts fabricated from
AISI 316 stainless steel. Blanket insulation is held in place by the stamped
aluminum clamshell cover.
Greater detail on the receiver and the reflux boiler heat pipe system is
provided in Appendix A which provides a more detailed general description and
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ECEIVER AND REFLUX BOILER
ENGINE
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O
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Figure 2-8. Receiver and Reflux Boiler Cross-Section
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also covers the topics of liquid metal containment, joint construction,
structural loading, stress analysis, working fluid selection, flooding limit,
heat pipe materials and materials compatibility.
2.2.2 Stirling Hydraulic Engine
The hermetically sealed Stirling Hydraulic engine employed in the
conceptual design is based on technology developed to an advanced level during
the past 20 years for an artificial heart power source. Such engines and
critical metal bellows components have demonstrated operating times in the
desired range. This approach provides full film hydrodynamic lubrication of
all sliding parts, simple construction with conventional manufacturing
tolerances, proven counterbalancing, and simple but effective power control
to follow insolation variations.
The principle of operation is identical to that of a free-piston Stirling
engine linear alternator with the following exceptions:
Power output is in the form of hydraulic power.
The power pistons, the displacer rod and the stabilizer/controller are
immersed in hydraulic fluid for ideal lubrication.
Engine working gas is sealed from the hydraulic fluid (which provides
lubrication and power transfer) by metal bellows, which are pressure
balanced to provide virtually unlimited bellows life as proven by
extensive component and system tests to 1010 cycles.
A proven stabilizer/controller is incorporated into the design. This
feature eliminates the stability and control problems that often complicate
operation of non-stabilized free-piston Stirling engines. These problems,
which have not been generally discussed in the literature or project
reports, include limited and difficult control of power output, dropout of
oscillations at low power levels, destructive collisions resulting from
overstroking, and difficulty in debugging engines because of stability
and control problems. Reference 2 provides some elaboration on the
stability issue.
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An illustration explaining the Stirling hydraulic engine concept is shown
in Figure 2-9. Heat exchangers have been omitted from this figure for
clarity, but are included in subsequent figures. The displacer employs a
clearance seal. The helium working gas in the engine is separated from the
hydraulic fluid by the moving cold plate assembly, which employs two bellows
seals. The moving cold plate assembly acts as a diaphragm to communicate
pressure-volume work between the engine gas and the hydraulic fluid. The
fluid delivers net cyclic work to the opposed power pistons and to the
displacer rod. The displacer rod is hydraulically coupled to the counterweight
whose stroke is limited by the stabilizer, which is a very lightly loaded
Scotch yoke. The stabilizer is so lightly loaded, as shownin Appendix F,
that it is expected to meet the specified lifetime goals without difficulty.
The power pistons have equal massesand act in symmetrical opposition, thereby
producing no vibration of the engine housing. The displacer and counterweight
have equal massesand act in symmetrical opposition, so they likewise produce
no vibration of the engine housing.
It is rationally demonstrable, and has been repeatedly demonstrated by STC
development engineers for manyoperating engine designs and in manycomputer
simulations, that addition of resistance to displacer motion will slow a stable
engine in a controllable manner while simultaneously reducing heat input and
power output in a manner that maintains high efficiency. Reference 4 discusses
this issue in some detail. Addition of controlled resistance to the motion
of the displacer is accomplished by the speed control spool valve, which is
an inexpensive and simple device to manufacture and is simple to operate.
The method of construction and operation of the valve is shown in the schematic
diagram of Figure 2-10. A simple spring loaded spool valve with large-clearance
low-cost construction is pressurized with high hydraulic pressure at the end
of the spool opposite the spring. Actuation of solenoid valves adds or
removes fluid to or from the spring loaded end of the spool, moving the
spool and varying the flow resistance of the valve, which changes engine
speed, heat input, and power output, while maintaining high engine efficiency.
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Figure 2-9. Stirling Hydraulic Engine Concept
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Figure 2-10. Engine Frequency Control Valve
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The advantages of the engine concept presented include the following:
Stability and Control
A key advantage of the present concept is a remarkably simple engine control
system which varies engine frequency, thereby modulating heat input and power
output. High efficiency is provided over a very wide insolation range, taking
advantage of very low and very high levels of incident solar heating. The
engine power output turndown ratio exceeds 5 to 1. The controlled variable
of the engine control system is the temperature of the potassium surrounding
the heater head. The engine control system precisely regulates heater head
temperature, which is important because candidate heater head materials lose
strength dramatically above the design operating temperature. If heater
head temperature is not precisely controlled, heater head failure or decreased
efficiency will result.
As discussed above, instability of free-piston Stirling engines can be a serious
problem. Past experience in operating small free-piston Stirling engines
and in simulating free-piston Stirling engines in the target power range
indicates that dropouts, damaging collisions, limited turndown ratio, and
development difficulties are likely unless a stabilizing element, such as
the stabilizer of the present design, is employed. A stabilizer similar to
that used with the present design was used with the System 4 engine which
underwent seven years of life testing. Reference 2 discusses Stirling engine
stability in detail.
Despite the mechanical simplicity of free-piston Stirling engines, stability
and control are significant technical problems which must be addressed to
achieve a system which will provide fully automatic unattended operation in
field use. That the present design fully addresses the stability and control
issue is an important fact which should be given significant weight in
comparison with alternative approaches.
Hermetic Sealin 9
The STC team has demonstrated with repeated long life engine designs that
bellows designed with low stress levels will demonstrate essentially unlimited
cycle life. Low stresses are achieved by pressure balancing the bellows.
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Life tests of up to seven years operation of engines employing bellows seals
have been demonstrated by the STCteam. Hermetic bellows seals similar to
those of the present conceptual design are approaching 1010 cycles in 27
continuing componentlife tests. Engine life tests and bellows component
life tests are discussed in detail in Reference 3.
Demonstrated Internal Lubrication and Makeup Sxstems
The STC team has executed years of successful life testing of engines which
require no external lubrication supply and which have internal hydraulic
fluid makeup systems. These lubrication and makeup systems
are conceptually identical with those incorporated into the present design.
Operation of engines with completely automatic internal lubrication and makeup
systems is an important consideration, which should be given significant
weight in comparison of this approach with alternative approaches.
Perfect Balancin 9
The present conceptual design provides perfect balancing at all operating
speeds for complete elimination of vibration.
Proof-of-principle of the dual opposed power pistons is provided by the Space
Power Demonstrator Engine which has operated with nearly perfect balance
with two matched opposed power pistons driven by the same engine pressure.
Proof-of-principle of the hydraulically coupled displacer counterbalance is
provided by the System 8 artificial heart engine which operates with nearly
imperceptible vibration. The use of proven counterbalancing systems which
balance completely and are insensitive to line frequency variations is an
important fact which should be given significant weight in the comparison of
this approach with alternative approaches.
High Efficiencx
In addition to the high efficiency provided by the basic engine parameters,
high efficiency hydraulic components, and a high efficiency commercial rotary
induction generator, the present concept enhances system efficiency by
operating over a wide range of insolation levels, from very low levels up to
continuous operation at the survival insolation level.
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High Reliability and Lo99 Life
The hermetic metal bellows and hydraulic lubrication features which have made
possible years of continuous operation of the artificial heart power source
are employed in the present design. Solid experience underlies the expectation
of high reliability and long life for the present design.
Disglacer Clearance Seal
Study of a displacer gas seal to prevent displacer blowby indicates that with
careful control of tolerances it is possible to use the clearance between the
displacer and the cylinder liner as an effective clearance seal. In addition to
this approach, a self-aligning clearance seal which was investigated is a promising
alternative. From these studies, it is clear that a preloaded or pressure-loaded
seal will not be required, and that a true clearance seal will suffice.
Fully AutomaticUnattended Operation
The engine control is so simple, and the engine so stable, that fully automatic
unattended operation should be easily achieved.
ManufacturableDesi_n
Analysis of the design shows that the engine will function with high efficiency
and low wear with diametral clearances up to 1.5 mils per inch of diameter
for all hydraulic piston clearance seals and an initial diametral clearance
of 1 mil per inch of diameter for the stabilizer journals. Careful work has
been done throughout development of the conceptual layout to establish very
simple, manufacturable configurations.
Allowable seal clearances in oil lubricated systems and gas bearing systems
are limited primarily by seal leakage power losses, which are inversely
proportional to viscosity and are proportional to the cube of clearance.
The viscosity of the oil used in the present design is 10 centipoise, which
is 560 times the viscosity of helium at engine cold end conditions. For a
given seal diameter, length, and power loss, clearance of an oil seal can be
the cube root of 560, which is 8, times the clearance of a gas seal. It
seems an inescapable conclusion that oil system clearances can be larger
than gas bearing clearances, a fact related to manufacturing cost that should
be given weight in the comparison of this approach with alternative approaches.
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Maintainable Design; No Planned Maintenance
The engine concept presented is intended to operate for 60,000 hours with no
planned maintenance. Nonetheless, the use of a Stifling hydraulic engine makes
it practical and favorable in terms of initial cost to design the engine with
demountable O-ring sealed interfaces between subassemblies. The hydraulic
fluid employed is sufficiently viscous, and therefore resistant to leakage,
that O-ring seals suffice in the place of welds for all of the assembly
interfaces in the engine except the hermetic gas seals. This allows access
for maintenance of most engine components, reduces the cost of engine assembly,
and allows factory corrective action if production problems are discovered
after engines are assembled. The maintainability of this engine is an important
fact, which should be given weight in comparison of this approach with other
approaches.
Compatiblity with Commercial Components
The hydraulic output engine allows the use of commercially developed hydraulic
motors, hydraulic motor automatic controls, and rotary induction generators,
all of which have zero development time, zero development risk, immediate
availability from an established production and marketing base and proven
and quantified performance and life. These are important facts which should
be given weight in comparison of this approach with alternative approaches.
Protected Bellows
The bellows of the present design are protected against loss of hydraulic
pressure by a makeup pump and an automatic isolation valve, both discussed in
Section 2.3.1 of this report. STC considers these elements to be adequate
protection against oil depressurization. In addition to these elements, it
is possible to add an automatic gas depressurization system for further
protection if desirable.
A conceptual engineering layout of the engine module is shown in Figure 2-11.
Details provided by the layout which was not included in earlier figures
include assembly and maintenance interfaces, the heat exchangers, the
regenerator, and simple inexpensive startup positioning springs on the power
pistons, on the displacer rod, and on the counterweight. More detail is
also provided on the stabilizer and the hydraulic starter motor, which is
controlled by a solenoid valve.
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The heat exchangers and regenerator are discussed in detail in Section 2.2.4
on analysis. Care was taken in the design to achieve a simple U-tube heater
geometry and a simple M-tube cooler geometry, with all heater tubes identical
and all cooler tubes identical. Gas flow diffusers are cast into the heater
head to reduce the velocity pressure of flow from the heater and cooler tubes
impinging upon the regenerator matrix. The velocity pressure is reduced to a
small fraction of the matrix pressure drop. This minimizes the potential for
performance loss from regenerator flow irregularities. The baseline regenerator
geometry for initial demonstration on the Test Bed Concentrator is 1 mil wire
screens with 70 percent porosity. Foil regenerators were investigated and are
favorable as a low cost advanced technology approach which is particularly
insusceptible to flow irregularities and which packages well in the low cost
annular regenerator arrangement of the present engine design.
Design details on the conceptual engine design are presented in Section 2.2.5.
2.2.3 Materials Evaluations
Early in the conceptual design a target temperature limit for the heat
transport system was established at 800°C, primarily on the basis of objectives
established by the RFP. Stress analysis of heater tubes and the heater head
at 800% indicated that the wall thicknesses would be larger than desirable,
and that thermal stresses associated with thick walls might be a problem.
Information provided by G. D. Johnson, Manager of Materials Engineering at
Westinghouse Hanford Company, also indicated that materials compatibility
problems with liquid metals could be formidable at 800°C. The concern
for materials compatibility with liquid metals was reinforced through
discussions with materials experts on the staff of the NASA Lewis Research
Center. On the basis of materials compatibility concerns, the heat transport
system design temperature was reduced to 700°C. At 700°C, wall thicknesses
become reasonable and liquid metals compatibility concerns, while not trivial,
come into a range with a good experience base.
The high temperature alloys of choice are AISI 316 for the high temperature
receiver and heat transport system components, CG-27 for heater tubes, and
XF-818 for the heater head casting. The creep rupture and fatigue safety
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factors for engine components using these materials meet or exceed the value
of 1.5 specified by NASA for design criteria. Potassium compatibility for a
60,O00-hour life for these materials at 700°C (and probably any other materials)
will require testing, the more prototypic the better. Successful tests with
sodium for other applications offer a good likelihood of success.
Exterior surfaces of the heat transport system will be coated with nickel
aluminide which is easily applied and becomes an AI203 oxidation barrier upon
heating.
More detailed information on materials evaluations is provided in Appendices
A and D.
2.2.4 Computer Simulation and Other Analyses
This section discusses computer simulation methods for analyzing engine
dynamics and thermodynamics and computer analyses to establish basic engine
design parameters. Also discussed briefly are other supporting analyses
performed to verify that the performance of the engine will be high and to
quantify overall system performance.
Computer Simulation of Engine Performance
This is a complex subject because the development of an engine design involves
both synthesis and analysis, generally interwoven. An engine cannot truly
be analyzed until it is specified, but conversely, an engine cannot be specified
without analysis. This is therefore a trial and error process which requires
much experience and has to factor in the realities of mechanical engineering
analysis and of mechanical engineering design.
The computer codes used in synthesis and analysis of the basic engine parameters
are SCALE and MCP, which are STC codes operated by STC personnel, and GLIMPS and
SCALING, which are Gedeon Associates codes operated by David Gedeon.
The STC code SCALE is a simple but powerful algebraic computer code based upon
a linearized isothermal model of a free-piston Stirling engine. Given trial
values of important parameters and dimensionless ratios which are relatively
invariant for free-piston Stirling engines, SCALE can generate a family of
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trial designs in the power, pressure, volume, and frequency range of interest.
These designs can be checked for reality with hardware designers and an
appropriate design selected for dynamic simulation. In the process of dynamic
simulation, parameters are adjusted to arrive at a design which operates
stably, controllably, and without collisions. This design can then be used
as a dynamically correct input base case to SCALE to produce a large family
of dynamically similar and dynamically correct designs at the power level of
interest, exploring tradeoffs in pressure, volume, frequency, and the ratio
of stroke to diameter.
In addition to the very fundamental information just mentioned, the list of
candidate engine designs produced by SCALE includes parameters of major
interest to both the design analyst and the mechanical design engineer.
These include displacer and piston weights and dimensions, hydraulic flow
inefficiencies, and stabilizer loads. Review of the output of SCALE leads
to selection of a reference engine design which is stable and controllable,
has low hydraulic flow losses, and has desirable mechanical dimensions. The
ability of SCALE to produce dynamically correct designs has been checked by
dynamically simulating designs produced by SCALE and verifying that the
dynamic simulation output parameters match the input parameters.
The STC code MCP is an isothermal dynamic simulation method which has been
used to design a number of hydraulic Stirling engines and analyze many more.
Dynamic operating parameters of engines designed by MCP and tested in the
laboratory agree well with the MCP predictions.
The Gedeon code GLIMPS is a remarkable fast running Stirling engine nodal
thermodynamic analysis code that uses a personal computer to do Stirling
engine simulations that would normally require a considerable amount of time
on a mainframe computer. GLIMPS is a design point analysis code as opposed
to an optimization code. Geometry, source and sink temperature, pressure,
frequency, and sinusoidal piston motions were input from SCALE and MCP to
GLIMPS. Engine thermodynamic performance was calculated. Parasitic heat
loss and parasitic power output losses were calculated independently by STC
and used to modify the GLIMPS results. More detail on GLIMPS is provided
in Appendix E.
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The Gedeon code SCALING allows the basic cycle power and the heat exchanger
performance of a successful GLIMPS run to be constrained while changing some
of the dimensions of the machine. SCALING was used in conjunction with GLIMPS
to optimize the heat exchangers of the present design.
The final results of the engine synthesis and analysis work performed using
SCALE, MCP, GLIMPS, and SCALING are well summarized by the subcontractor
report prepared by David Gedeon, which is included as Appendix E. Referring
now to Tables 3 and 4 of the appendix, Case 7.4 is designated the baseline
design, with a i mil wire screen regenerator of 70 percent porosity. Case
7.1 is a foil regenerator engine which is comparable in performance to the
baseline design.
A number of areas of concern in which studies by STC and Gedeon led to
satisfactory conclusions are discussed at some length in the Gedeon report.
These include:
• Validation of the GLIMPS code
• Selection of the heater concept
• Selection of the porous regenerator for the baseline design
• Selection of the volume allocation for heat exchangers
• Minimization of regenerator flow distribution problems
• Selection of operating pressure and frequency
• Optimization of the heater, regenerator, and cooler
Other Analyses
General analyses performed in support of the design effort include those
listed below. The results of these analyses are reflected in the hardware
designs presented in this report and submitted to Pioneer for cost evaluation,
and in the engine and system performance projections made in this report.
STC is satisfied with computational methods used to perform these analyses
and believes the analyses provide sufficiently accurate estimates of performance
for the purposes of the present design activity. In particular STC has done
substantial theoretical and experimental investigation into flow losses
associated with Stirling hydraulic engines and found the methods to be
reasonably accurate.
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GENERALDESIGNANALYSES
• Analysis of engine parasitic heat leaks
• Analysis of engine parasitic mechanical losses
• Analysis of stabilizer/controller mechanical losses
• Displacer clearance seal analysis
• Displacer gas spring sizing
• Buffer sizing
• Efficiency effect of heater tube-to-tube temperature differences
• Engine design power level requirement
• Analysis of power turndown capability
• Heat rejection system analysis
• Stabilizer bearing pressures
• System integrated annual energy production
• Bellows life analyses
• Stress analyses, including creep, fatigue and buckling
• Heat pipe analyses
• Weight analysis
Appendices A, B, and C provide details on analysis of heat pipe and other
heat transport options. Stabilizer bearing pressure analysis results are
presented in Appendix F. Heater tube stress analysis is presented in
Appendix G.
2.2.5 Engine Design Details
A substantial amount of careful layout work and mechanical design analysis
underlies the final concept design presented in this report. A conceptual
layout of the heat transport system is included on the second page of
Appendix A. A detailed conceptual layout of the 30 kW Stirling engine and
selected detailed drawings prepared for cost evaluation purposes are provided
in Appendix F. Also included in Appendix F is an automatic internal leakage
makeup diagram, a diagram showing the very simple and easily produced components
of the stabilizer, a table showing that the stabilizer bearing pressures are
very light compared to automotive practice, and a table of engine and heat
transport system suspended weights.
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2.3 COMMERCIAL COMPONENTS, SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND CONTROLS
An important advantage of the selected approach is the use of commercial
power generation components with zero development cost and well characterized
performance, life and operating characteristics. This section of the report
discusses the integration of the Stirling hydraulic engine and the commercial
power generation components into an efficient, reliable, unattended, automatic
power generation system.
2.3.1 System Schematic
A schematic for the integrated system is presented in Figure 2-12. The
stand-alone system is shown for ease of representation and for simplicity of
discussion. The engine module, Item 1, includes the receiver, the heat
transport system, the Stifling hydraulic engine, and the engine speed control
system, which regulates heater head temperature. The engine pump hydraulic
fluid at a flow rate roughly proportional to engine heat input. The coolant
radiator, Item 2, is similar to an automotive unit and includes a coolant
pump and a fan. Two pulsation suppressors, Item 3, include one at the engine
intake, and one at the engine discharge. The pulsation suppressors are small
and inexpensive oil/gas accumulators with the oil separated from the gas by
a simple rubber bladder. They produce steady flow in the external hydraulic
circuit. Five micron filters, Item 4, are immediately upstream of the engine
module and the hydraulic motor to keep the engine and motor clean, assuring low
wear rates for very long life. Item 5 is a small priming and makeup pump with
a discharge check valve. The pump is turned on and off by a diaphragm-type
pressure switch. The automatic isolation valve, Item 6, closes to protect the
engine bellows if the engine discharge hydraulic pressure drops to the 2600 psi
engine charge pressure. A relief valve, Item 7, accepts engine flow if the
engine is running when the generator is off line. The hydraulic motor, Item 8,
includes a factory optional back pressure control unit, which adjusts hydraulic
motor displacement to accept the flow rate of hydraulic fluid produced by
the engine over the engine's entire power range. Motor torque is proportional
to flow rate. The induction generator, Item 9, operates at line voltage and
near synchronous frequency. Generator current is proportional to motor
torque.
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The oil reservoir, Item 10, is a simple, low-pressure tank containing
hydraulic fluid pressurized by a volume of dry gas above the fluid. The oil
cooler, Item 11, includes a fan to force air past the cooler.
The dashed lines in the system schematic represent pressure feedback for
automatic unattended control of the priming and makeup pump, the relief valve,
and the hydraulic motor.
For the array configuration, 20 concentrator-mounted engines are hydraulically
connected in parallel to six sets of motors and generators. The method of
connecting and controlling the array has been discussed in some detail in
Section 2.1.1. In particular, it is useful to review the block diagram of
the array shown in Figure 2-4. More details on the array hardware are included
in an engineering schematic of the hydraulic circuit in Appendix F.
2.3.2 Control for Automatic Unattended Operation
Control concepts for the power generation system were discussed in Section
2.1.1 and were reviewed in the above System Schematic discussion. This
subsection discusses sensors, control circuits, and final control elements
for the power generation system and overall concentrator and generation
system control for automatic unattended operation.
Engine Speed Control
The engine speed control, which simultaneously varies engine heat input and
flow thoughput, operates to maintain constant temperature in the heat transport
system. The sensing element will be either a thermocouple or a gas bulb
thermometer, selected on the basis of life and reliability. The intermediate
circuit will be a simple electronic circuit and two solenoid valves, as shown
in Figure 2-9. Current flows in only the first solenoid if the potassium
temperature is too low, in only the second solenoid if the potassium temperature
is too high, and in neither if the potassium temperature is acceptable. The
final control element for engine speed is the spool valve shown in the figure.
The engine speed controller will be attached directly to the engine module
for easy access to the sensing and final control elements.
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Engine Starter Control
The engine starter is a small hydraulic motor powered by hydraulic fluid flowing
through the motor from the high pressure pulsation suppressor to the low pressure
pulsation suppressor. The starter engages through an extremely simple long
life clutch which is operated by the same pressure which powers the starter. A
logic circuit in the engine power control module momentarily engages the starter
by opening a solenoid valve when the potassium temperature sensed by the engine
speed control system enters the temperature control band during heat up.
Hydraulic Motor Control
The hydraulic motor control adjusts displacement of the constant frequency
motors to increase or decrease fluid consumption thereby regulating hydraulic
motor inlet pressure. This also establishes and regulates the engine outlet
pressure. The process of regulating hydraulic inlet motor pressure also
matches the hydraulic motor flow rate to the engine flow rate.
For the stand-alone system a factory control option provided with the hydraulic
motor causes the motor to automatically regulate its own inlet pressure.
Control of the hydraulic motors in the array concept utilizes a motor-generator
array controller discussed in Section 2.1.1.
Switch,ear Control
The switchgear should be closed any time the pressure to the hydraulic
motors is above the lower limit of the pressure control band of the hydraulic
motor control system and opened any time the supplied pressure is below the
lower limit. A limit switch on the controller of the variable displacement
hydraulic motor will provide the information needed for switchgear control.
Concentrator Control
A possible control algorithm for the concentrator controller is to track-on
when the sensed insolation exceeds a preset limit, and track-off when the
sensed insolation falls below a preset limit. In addition, the concentrator
should track-off if the temperature of the heat source exceeds a preset
limit. The signal for track-off on overtemperature will be transmitted
by wire from the engine speed controller to the concentrator controller.
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2.3.3 Engine Cooling System
The engine cooling system parameters were selected to provide a 37% nominal
heat rejection temperature difference between the metal-to-gas interface
of the Stirling cycle cooler and the ambient air temperature. The ambient
air temperature was assumed to vary from -7°C to 33°C as specified in the
request for proposal. The nominal ambient air temperature was taken to be
13°C. Adding the rejection temperature difference to the ambient temperature
range gives an engine cold metal temperature ranging from 30°C to 70°C. A 50°C
nominal cold metal temperature was used in engine performance simulations.
The system performance given in this report takes into account reductions in
electrical output of 1.85 kW per engine for cooling fan motor power and 70
watts for cooling pump motor power. The final heat rejection is through a
commercial fan cooler similar to that depicted in Figure 2-13. The coolant
is a 50/50 water glycol mixture.
2.3.4 Hydraulic Motors
The hydraulic motors selected for the baseline array design are the Volvo
V11-250 variable displacement motor and the Volvo Fl1-150 fixed displacement
motor. A fixed displacement motor is depicted in Figure 2-14. In the array,
five fixed displacement motors and one variable displacement motor utilize
the hydraulic power from 20 engines. The hydraulic motors are designed to
operate at up to 5000 psig inlet pressure and up to 2500 rpm. The present
design, at 3000 psig and 1800 rpm, provides a long operating life between
bearing replacements. On the average, the hydraulic motors will require
less than three replacements of main bearings in the 60,000 hour life of the
plant. The labor required to exchange a hydraulic motor and replace its
bearings is estimated to be 4 man-hours.
2.3.5 Commercial Induction Generators
The rotary induction generator is clearly the preferred machine for connection
to a utility grid with established frequency and voltage. Induction generators
provide the following advantages.
Q The induction generator has a cost advantage over the synchronous
generator in sizes up to several megawatts. In the size range of present
interest, the cost of an induction machine is about half that of a
synchronous machine.
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Operation of an induction generator supplying power to a grid is the
essence of simplicity. With an induction generator, the circuit breaker
can be opened or closed at will at any time without concern for
synchronization. This is not true for a synchronous generator operating
into a grid. If an induction generator is below synchronous speed, it
acts as a motor and draws power from the grid. At synchronous frequency
no power flows. Above synchronous frequency power flows to the grid. At
the 1,800 rpm synchronous frequency of the present design, the required
slip for rated current is about 20 rpm. Thus, the hydraulic motor and
the generator will operate at 1,820 rpm.
In the power range of interest the development, production, market base,
availability, and price competition for rotary induction generators is
incomparably larger that for competing equipment. For most intents and
purposes, an induction motor is also an induction generator. There is
little or no hardware difference between an induction motor and an
induction generator. Therefore, for most purposes, a standard induction
motor with specified parameters can be sold and put to work as an
induction generator with the same specified parameters. This greatly
broadens the commercial base.
1
.
In addition to its other advantages, the induction generator is efficient,
simple (brushless), and rugged.
Polyphase rotating generators in general produce essentially zero harmonic
distortion.
. Commercial rotary induction generators in the size range of interest are
three phase machines, and therefore are very compatible with a conventional
three-phase grid.
7. The generators for the present design have an efficiency of 96% over a
wide power generating range.
Generators are typically designed to provide eight to ten years of continuous
operation at rated temperatures. Typical operation is below rated temperature,
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so the lifetime is typically greater than eight to ten years and thus well
beyond the 60,000 hour design life specified for the reference design.
Drip-proof construction is considerably less expensive and slightly more
efficient than totally enclosed fan-cooled construction. Drip-proof
construction is routinely used in the open in severe environments such as
oil fields and demonstrates no problems from blowing sand and driving rain.
Flooding cannot be tolerated. Screens are sometimes provided in air flow
passages to exclude insects and rodents. Drip-proof construction is
expected to meet the requirements of the proposed application.
2.3.6 Generator Control and Power Factor Connection
There is no control required for the generator apparatus or the power output
circuit with induction generators operating into a grid. Control is achieved
through the automatic variation of hydraulic motor displacement, which is
proportional to hydraulic fluid flow, hydraulic motor torque, and output
current. Frequency and voltage are established by the grid.
The generator power factor for the array configuration is around 90% at high
power, dropping to 85% at the full turndown condition. Therefore power factor
correction is not required for the array configuration. For the stand-alone
configuration, 94% of the energy generated is at a power factor above 0.85.
The approach to be taken regarding the 6% of the available energy generation
which is at a power factor below 0.85 will be resolved in the next phase.
Primary alternatives include the following:
i.
.
o
Addition of a small amount of capacitance to raise the power factor above
85% at all times,
A reduction in power revenue rates for the small amount of power generated
at a power factor below 85%, or
A decision not to generate the 6% of the energy which would be at a power
factor below 85%.
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Section 3
RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
All the components specified in the conceptual design have 60,000 hours of
maintenance-free life expectancy with the exception of the hydraulic motor.
On the average, the motor will require taper bearing replacement less than
three times in the 60,000 hour life of the power generation system. Taper
bearing replacement will require four man-hours per replacement including the
time to exchange hydraulic motors and the time to replace the bearings.
The engine is designed for zero maintenance, but most engine parts are easily
replaceable. A number of small engine configurations which are similar to the
proposed concept have been developed and employed as artificial heart power
sources. Two of these have been extensively life tested with outstanding
results. Only one sample of each engine was tested, so the results are all
the more impressive.
The System 4 engine operated unattended for 35,900 hours in one continuous run
until retirement from service because of damage from a machining operation to
remove a burned out electric heater.
The System 6 engine ran 22,700 hours in one continuous run finally interrupted
by wear of a magnesium check valve poppet. In retrospect, the valve material
was a questionable choice. On disassembly, all components except the valve
were in excellent condition. The valve has been resurfaced and the engine
reassembled for continuation of the tests. System 6 is expected to demonstrate
many thousands of hours of additional life.
In assessing the remarkably low number of failures per hour in the tests cited
above, it is important to remember that these are development tests intended
to find the weakness in these designs. After development testing and related
design improvements, much lower rates of failure can be expected.
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As discussed in Section 2.3.5, rotary electric induction generators have
maintenance-free lives on the order of 90,000 hours.
On the subject of reliability, it is important to note the high level of
satisfaction commonly expressed by users of hydraulic equipment. Appendix H
is a technical article entitled, "Plant Uses 53 H_draulic Motors--No Motor
Downtime in 2 1/2 Years."
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Appendix A
RECEIVER AND REFLUX BOILER HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM - SELECTED SYSTEM
The system is shown in Figure A-I. Solar energy impinges upon the lO.6-inch
radius spherical absorber which conducts heat to the potassium pool contained
by the absorber and the lO.5-inch spherical radius aft closure. Nucleate
boiling of the potassium at the back side of the absorber surface converts the
incident energy which is delivered to the heater tubes by condensation of the
vapor. The engine is supported by the support tube which is welded to the
aft closure. The engine is welded to the support tube at the heater head
providing a hermetically sealed system. Evacuation and fill ports (not shown)
are provided. The assembly, weighing approximately 706 pounds, is supported by
the support cone which attaches directly to the mounting ring at the 36-inch
diameter bolt circle with twelve 9/16 diameter bolts. The aperture plate is
sandwiched between the support cone and the mounting ring with its major support
by the twelve 9/16 bolts.
The absorber surface is a 20-inch diameter 140 ° spherical segment with a peak
solar heat flux of 46 watts/cm 2 (see Figure A-2), chosen because of its favorable
geometric compatibility and an edge slope sufficient to preclude blanketing
the lower extremity of the boiler surface with vapor. Lower heat fluxes for
the same heat load can be realized with increasing the included angle and
deeper cavities, but it is believed that this is a satisfactory flux and the
choice an acceptable compromise. Further evaluation would likely result in
a more optimum design. In Table A-I, the receiver energy losses are summarized.
The complete assembly is surrounded by cerawool insulation (Manville). The
insulation is contained by a clamshell aluminum housing where the clamshells are
joined by either spot welds or sheet metal screws. The potassium inventory
is 54 Ibs and the spacing between the spherical segments provides sufficient
area for vapor flow and liquid return. Differential thermal expansion is
accommodated by a slip joint between the aluminum insulation housing and
the engine cylinder.
Liquid Metal Containment
The liquid metal container is made up of the absorber, the aft closure, and
the support tube, all of 316 stainless steel. The absorber and aft dome are
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Table A-1
RECEIVER ENERGY LOSS MECHANISMS
SHELL INSULATION
CAVITY RERADIATION
DISH SHADING
TRANSIENT STARTUP
CAVITY REFLECTION
CAVITY CONVECTION
NET RECEIVER EFFICIENCY
OF THERMALINPUT
20- INCH DIAMETER
140 DEGREESPHERICALSECTOR
(HORIZONTAL)
1.0
2.6
0.7
2.0
2.3
1.0
90.4
T_ = 25 C
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH
TOTAL SOLAR ENERGY INPUT ON 950 W/M2 DAY
6 INCH INSULATION ON EACH DESIGN
REFLUX VAPOR TEMPERATURE = 730 C
2.1 X 106 K,]
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formed spherical sectors joined by a double roll seam weld as shown in the
inset detail. The major advantage of this type construction is its relative
low cost. An alternate approach to joining is identified in the following section.
The support tube has a formed conical section and is welded to the aft closure,
This intersection is circular which enhances ease of manufacturing.
Joint Construction and Welds
Two approaches to joining the absorber surface to the aft dome as shown in
Figure A-3 are considered. The double roll seam weld could be made in two
steps to minimize oxidation in the regions which will be in contact with
potassium. The outside weld would be made first to form a seal. The joint
can then be cleaned and baked out under vacuum as required, and a cover gas
incorporated during the final inside seam weld. Some development and testing
would be required to qualify this construction.
Because there is yet concern regarding the ability to sufficiently clean the
region immediately adjacent to the inner seam weld and in the crevice, an
alternate method of construction is shown. It is believed this joint will
be more costly. A weld qualification program will be necessary and a method
of inspection devised.
Welding of the support tube to the aft closure is by a full penetration fusion
weld. As the intersection of the cone and the spherical segment is circular,
it is possible to perform a second weld pass on the inner surface to assure
integrity of the weld.
Welding of the engine cylinder head to the support tube will also be by fusion
weld with care taken in the design to assure acceptable internal conditions
after weld. Because with execution of this weld all significant sized openings
will be closed, visual inspection is not possible and x-ray or ultrasonic
inspection will be necessary.
Container Structural Loading
Stress levels in the container are in general minimal with sizing set by
manufacturing and handling, and corrosion and material transfer. In the case
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of the absorber, thermal diffusivity is a consideration.
Loads are induced by differential pressure during loading and operation, and
by gravity and inertial forces imposed by the engine and the receiver assembly
itself. During loading and shutdown conditions, a vacuum exists in the container
with atmospheric pressure external to it. During operation, potassium vapor
pressure at 6.6 to 8.1 psi is the internal pressure with atmospheric pressure
external. The absorber experiences cyclic thermal stress, a portion of which
will relax with time.
For the absorber the nominal membrane stress is given by
Pr
-
2t
where
P = pressure = 14.7 - 6.6 = 8.1 psi (max)
r = radius of curvature = 10.6 in.
t = material thickness = 0.06 in.
giving in operation
= 716 psi
First cycle thermal stress is, for the nominal heat load
= 1/2 _ AT E
T
where
_t
AT - - temperature differential
k
= heat flux - 46 watts/cm 2
t = material thickness = 0.06 in.
= coefficient of linear expansion = 10.6 x 10 -6 in./in. °F
E = modulus of elasticity 20 x i06 psi
k = thermal conductivity = 1.03 BTU/hr-in. °F
which gives
_T = 6260 psi
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In reality, this is the thermal stress that the absorber would experience if
it were completely restrained. As this is not the case, it is a qualitative
measure of the severity of the effect of the heat load. Further evaluation
of stress due to non-uniformity of incident heat flux and of localized stresses
should be made in the next phase of design. In general, these stresses
are considered sufficiently small to not warrant concern.
The aft closure and the support tube will experience external pressure during
operation and shutdown and are subject to buckling. For the aft closure the
allowable external pressure is
2
2Et
qcr :
2 V3
r ( l-v_ ]
and for the support tube
qcr =
E t 3(--)
4 (l-u 2) r
where
t = material thickness
r = radius of curvature
: Poissons ratio = 0.3
E = modulus of elasticity
= 20 x 106 psi at 700°C
= 30 x 106 RT
} 316 stainless steel
These relationships show allowable external pressures far in excess of those
applied--the minimum being 49 atmospheres for the absorber.
Gravity and intertia loads were considered for the structure. A 1.5 dynamic
load factor was applied to gravity forces to cover inertial effects, with an
additional 1.5 overall factor safety.
Maximum stress in the support tube is 2670 psi and the maximum membrane load
per unit length at the intersection of the support tube conical section and
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the aft closure domeis 155 Ibs/in. giving a stress of 1240 psi. As the cone
elements feed tangentially into the spherical aft closure dome, very little
kick or lateral componentsexist. These stress and load levels are sufficiently
low to be considered non-problems.
Support Cone
The support cone is of O.040-inch 316 stainless steel, the thickness set by handling.
For crippling, the required thickness is conservatively given by the relationship
t
=O.3Em
cr r
where the terms are as given earlier. The required thickness with a 1.5 dynamic
load Factor in addition to a safety factor of 1.5 is 0.014 inches. Design of
this component is thus ultraconservative.
Heat loss by conduction to the mounting ring is estmated by first order analysis
to be 151 watts. This could be reduced by reducing cone wall thickness. Longitudinal
stiffness formed into the material to provide rigidity is transmitted to the mounting
ring by twelve 9/16-inch bolts which are lightly loaded. A stiffener ring will
spread the concentrated bolt loads to the thin conical shell.
The location of critical loads and stresses is given in Figure A-4 along with
a summary in Table A-2 of loading and margins of safety. The structure can be
further optimized for weight removal if the tradeoff with cost would warrant it.
Liquid Metal Workin_ Fluid
Potassium was selected as the liquid metal heat transport fluid because of its
favorable vapor pressure at 700°C. This pressure, 418 mm Hg (0.057 MPa), should
be sufficient to assure steady nucleate boiling at the absorber back face.
There is concern that the vapor pressure of sodium at 700°C (0.014 MPa) is
insufficient to prevent unsteady boiling (bumping). Critical heat flux will
be higher for potassium than sodium as the product of vapor density and heat
of vaporization at this temperature is greater for potassium than for sodium
resulting in a much lower volumetric vapor flow. A comparison of the properties
of potassium and sodium at 700°C is in Table A-3.
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The potassium inventory is 54.0 pounds. This is mainly influenced by the
size of the flow passage required for the liquid and vapor flow which is
addressed in the next paragraph.
Floodin 9 Limit
The required flow passage for vapor flow to the heater tubes and liquid return
is given by the Kutateladze relationship.
hv c2 [pv2 g (Sin _) y IPl - Pv )]0"25
[I + {PV/pl )0'25] 2
where
hv = heat of vaporization
Pv = vapor mass density
Pl = liquid mass density
y = surface tension
= angle of flow to horizontal
g = gravitational constant
2
c = dimensionless constant = 3.2
¢ = allowable heat flux
For the design presented, the critical region appears to be at the midplane
for the system in both the horizontal and vertical orientations (see Figure A-5).
By the above relationship, for horizontal operation (m =90 °) the allowable
heat flux is 6.42 x 104 BTU/hr-ft 2. For 29,610 BTU/hr (86.75 kW) total
heat load the required flow area is
A ___
1/2 (29,610)
6.42 x 104
(12)2 = 33.2 in. 2
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The current design has a flow area of 88.8 in.2 giving a factor of safety
88.8
M.S. - = 2.67
33.2
For vertical orientation (reflector axis 12° off zenith at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, longest day at high noon) _ =12 ° giving an allowable heat flux of
4.33 x 104 Btu/hr-ft 2 resulting in a factor of safety of 1.8. In a subsequent
design phase (the angle between the engine centerline and solar reflector
centerline could be reduced along with an increase in diameter of the conical
section of the support cone) a minor modification of the geometry would increase
the margin of safety for the vertical orientation.
Materials and Material Compatability
The materials selected for the heat transport system are discussed below.
While cost and ease of manufacture is a fundamental and driving consideration,
reliability and life is an overriding factor.
POTASSIUM CONTAINER--The absorber, aft closure dome, and support tube are
of AISI 316 stainless steel. This is a molybdenum alloyed 18-8 stainless
steel of relatively good strength with extremely good performance in
liquid metal environment and with a large amount of substantiating data
and service experience. With potassium of reasonable purity, loss on
the order of 0.001 inches/year could be expected based upon data
presented in Appendix D.
HEATER TUBES AND CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY--This assembly completes the
potassium containment. The cylinder head is of XF-818, an iron-based
cast chrome/nickel/molybdenum alloy. The nickel content is moderate
(19%) with no titanium or aluminum. It would therefore be expected to
behave well in the potassium environment, although as yet, substantiating
data has not been found.
The heater tubes are tentatively of CG-27, an iron-based chrome/nickel/molybdenum
wrought alloy with significant amounts of titanium and aluminum. The nickel
content is quite high (38%) which gives rise to concern regarding material
transfer. Appendix D, Table D-3 shows for a very similar alloy (D66) a
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rather high rate of intergranular attack but moderate material transfer
(0.0006 inches/year). An 8,000-hour test conducted by Stirling Thermal
Motors (STM) of Ann Arbor, Michigan, of CG-27 coupons in a sodium heat pipe,
however, reportedly showed little material degradation. The testing reported
in Appendix D on D66 was for sodium flowing in an open loop and it is noted
that CG-27 in a closed system may react quite differently. On the other
hand, the validity of the STM test has been subject to some question because
the coupons were reportedly loose (not electrically connected and therefore
without the conductive path to form an electrochemical cell, and were located
in the evaporator section. Further considerations are that i) the tube OD
which is exposed to potassium is not quite as highly stressed due to pressure
as the ID because of the thick/thin cylinder effect, and 2) thermal stresses
will be compressive at the OD. These factors tend to be beneficial. However,
with relaxation of thermal stress, the tube OD will go into tension during
shutdown which would give rise to concern regarding low cycle fatigue,
although it is unlikely this would be critical.
With such conflicting and questionable information regarding compatibility
of CG-27 in a potassium environment, it would appear premature to discard it
as a prime candiate for use as heater tube material. Its exceptionally high
strength (45,000 psi stress rupture at 60,000 hours at 700°C), potential
low cost, and absence of strategic materials makes it ideal. Of all other
materials considered, only Udimet 700 (15-20% CO) exceeds it in strength.
Rene 41 compares well (39,000) but is costly and of high nickel content.
Inconel 625 has sufficient strength but very high nickel content and high
rates of material transfer are reported. Alloy D979 has very good strength
but is similar to CG-27 in chemical constituency. Multimet N-155 (21Cr,
20 Ni, 20 CO) and other cobalt alloys are likely candidates as cobalt tends
to behave well in the alkali metal environments.
Stress rupture vs. temperature at 60,000 hours and stress vs. percentage
creep in i000 hours is shown in Figures A-6 and A-7 for some of the materials
considered.
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The end conclusion regarding heater tube material at this point in the
preliminary conceptual design phase is to retain CG-27 as the prlme material
candidate contingent upon compatibility testing. A true evaluation can only
be made in a closed system which operationally and chemically closely simulates
the actual configuration. Material transfer is not only dependent upon the
alloys and their combination but upon the relative surface area exposure and
the thermal conditions.
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Appendix B
CAPILLARY HEAT PIPE
This Appendix was developed for sodium heat transport systems at 800°C.
The conclusions reached are generally valid for potassium at 700°C.
Introduction
In the following study the effect of varying absorber diameter upon superheat
in the wick of a sodium heat pipe is evaluated. The one dimensional flow
model used represents the most vertical element of the circular absorber/
evaporator and is shown in Figure B-I. It is a circular sector of small
included angle cut from the absorber/evaporator. The wick is fed at its
upper extremity by a feed artery of sufficient size that the flow loss in it
is negligible, and at its lower extremity by the liquid pool. It is assumed
that the flow in the model wick is symetric, that is, the flow upward equals
the flow downward. As flow is on demand from the evaporator and solar flux
is nominally symetric, this is not an unreasonable assumption as a first
approximation. Cross flow from other portions of the absorber/evaporator
which would feed liquid to the wick is ignored. The absorber surface is
taken as a flat disk for simplification of analysis.
Evaporation from the wick is assumed to be uniform. If this is the case,
flow of liquid in the wick across any radius will be proportional to the area
bounded by that radius. For uniform pressure gradient in the liquid flow
stream it can be shown that a wick that varies linearly in thickness from
maximum at the outer diameter to zero at the center satifies this requirement.
While this may not be economically or physically practical, it was taken as
a baseline case and is presented for completeness. The study is mainly for
wicks of uniform thickness.
Failure of a heat pipe is generally by burnout in the wick. Thix occurs when
a sufficient supply of liquid is unable to reach the evaporator heat transfer
surface. This can result from a clogged wick or by vapor in the wick preventing
flow of liquid to the heat transfer site. Once nucleate boiling has commenced
and a bubble formed, it is difficult to recover stable operation. Nucleate
boiling is promoted by excessive superheat in the liquid.
In general there are two components which contribute to superheat in the
wick, that due to the temperature gradient required to transfer heat through
the wick to the liquid vapor interface (designated herein as ATT), and that
PRi_CF_iN6 PAGF, BLANK NOT
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Figure B-I. Heat Pipe One-Dimensional Model
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due to reduced pressure in the wick relative to the equilibrium vapor pressure
(designated ATp). In the presentation of the data a factor of 2.0 is applied
to the superheat resulting from thermal gradient to account for localized
variation in solar heat flux incident on the absorber surface which reportedly
can vary by that amount.
Some margin is necessary in the pumping pressure required to distribute the
liquid relative to the capillary pumping pressure available. If the maximum
pressure differential which the liquid surface tension will support is developed
at the liquid-vapor interface, small perturbations such as dynamic forces can
cause catastrophic failure. Pumping ratio is therefore defined as the ratio
of capillary pressure used to drive the fluid system relative to the maximum
available based upon the capillary pore size and the liquid surface tension.
A pumping ratio of 0.5 means that one-half the available capillary pressure
is used to move the fluid through the wick.
Results and Presentation
In Figures B-2 through B-6, the following parameters are shown.
• Incident solar heat flux
• Superheat due to thermal gradient in wick (AT T)
• Superheat due to pressure differential across meniscus (ATp)
• Total max superheat (2AT T + ATp)
• Wick thickness
• Capillary pumping limit
Figure B-2 is a plot of the above parameters for wicks that taper from zero
at the center to maximum thickness at the outer edge. It is seen that total
maximum superheat (2ATT + ATp) is minimum at a value of 35°F for an
absorber of 17-inch radius. In this case the full capillary pumping pressure
is used with no margin (n = 1.0). It is clear that at this superheat and
with no pumping margin, there are no satisfactory absorber proportions. The
capillary pumping limit shown indicates the maximum absorber radius imposed
by the capillary pumping limit without regard for superheat in the wick.
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Figures B-3 through B-5 present the same data for wicks of uniform thickness
for pumping ratios of n = 1.0, 0.75, and 0.5, Total maximum superheat is shown
for center and edge locations.
Figure B-6 is a summary plot of Figures B-3 through B-5 showing superheat at
the optimum absorber radius as a function of proportion of pumping capacity
used (for wicks of uniform thickness). Absorber radius for capillary pumping
limit is also shown.
Conclusions
Tolerable superheat is dependent upon factors that are difficult to access or
control. For the reliability required of the proposed system, a superheat of
not more than I0 to 15°F with a pumping ratio not greater than 0.5 would be a
minimum requirement. Figure B-6 shows the sensitivity of superheat to the
percentage of capillary pumping capacity which is committed to distributing
the liquid in the wick. It is seen that for n = 0.5, superheats at the outer
edge and particularly at the center are above what would be considered safe
limits. Superheat due to thermal gradient can be reduced by increasing wick
permeability and thus reducing wick thickness. Permeability is increased,
however by increasing the sub-surface pore size. This reduces the capacity
of the wick to sustain its charge under dynamic conditions or to recover
from impending burnout.
A further overriding factor prevails. There is no apparent way to sense a
wick burnout until catastrophic failure occurs. The margins required to
accommodate this risk would be prohibitive.
While it may not be impossible to build a wicked system to provide the required
function, it is doubtful that it can be done economically with the reliability
required for the proposed 30 year/60,O00 hour lifetime.
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Analytical Approach
The heat pipe model was described earlier and is shown in Figure B-I. The
nomenclature used is as follows where the numerical values for sodium are
taken at 800%.
Pv = vapor pressure
P = static pressure in general
2y
Pc = max capillary pumping pressure =
rp
n = pumping ratio (ratio of capillary pumping pressure to maximum available}
R = absorber/evaporator radius
S = absorber surface area
q = heat flow (4266 Btu/min at 75 kW level)
= solar heat flux
Q = volumetric flow
A = flow area 2
= absolute viscosity = 2.39 x 10 -8 Ib-sec/m
w = weight density = .0266 Ib/in. 3
K = wick permeability = 1.20 x 10 -7 in. 2 (for 200 mesh St Stl screen)
rp = pore radius
¥ = surface tension = 7.02 x 10 -4 Ib-in.
h = heat of vaporization : 1812 Btu/Ib
t w = wick thickness
k e = effective thermal conductivity = 2.22 Btu/hr in °F
(for sodium and St stl wick of 67% porosity)
Subscripts
v = vapor
l = liquid
I, 2, 3, etc. = locations noted
0 = unit value
w = wick
T = temperature
t = total
OD = outside diameter
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In general, for flow in a wick the viscous flow loss is given by
dp
- Qdx KA
The total liquid flow to the wick for uniform heat flux is
Qt = (C1@)XR2
1
where C1 -- hw
q
or Qt - hw
The flow across any radial element of the model (Figure B-l) is
Qt
Qr = [ ] r(r0)2_R2
The driving pressure in the wick for flow from Station 3 the Station 2 is
drdP1 3-2 = (Pl)3 R-(Pl)2 + W
and for flow from Station 1 to Station 2
dp i = (Pl)l - (Pl)2
_ 1-2 R
- W
Liquid pressures in the wick at Stations 1, 2, and 3 are
(Pl)I = Pv
(PI)2 = Pv - nPc
(Pl)3 = Pv - 2wR
Substituting these values gives driving pressures in the wick
_F 3-2 = _ i-2 = nPc - wR
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For a tapered wick where the wick thickness varies linearly from zero at the
center to maximum at the edge (OD)
dp u Q
dr K A
where A = tw(rO)
(tw)OD
tw - rR
giving
dp u Qt
- [
dr K 2xR
i
]
(tw)OD
and the total pressure drop is
R
__ f dp u Qt
AP 3-2 = _P i-2 =J(-dr-)dr_. - K - ,,u2_(tw_D
0
Equating pressure drop and driving pressure for steady flow gives the required
wick thickness
uQt I
(tw)OD - K2_ nPc _ wR
where
q 4266 Btu/min
Qt - h - (60sec/min)(1812 Btu/Ib)(.0266 Ib/in. 3)
For a wick of uniform thickness it can be shown that
i
tw- 2 (tw)OD
= 1.47 in.3/sec
(for 75 kW input)
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Superheat in the wick due to thermal gradient is given by
keAT T S
q-
tw
ATT -
qtw
kerr 2
; q = 4266 Btu/min
Superheat in the wick due to pressure differential across the meniscus is:
at outer edge
Pv - Pl(3)
(aTp)3 = (dP/dT)v
at center
Pv - P](2)
(aTp)2 = (dP/dT)v
where (dP/dT) v = vapor pressure/temperature gradient for sodium at the
operating temperature = 0.0919 Psi/°C from Figure B-7.
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Appendix C
This Appendix was developed for sodium heat transport systems at 800°C.
The conclusions reached are generally valid for potassium at 700°C.
HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM OPTIONS
The chosen approach of a conventional tubular heater head involves multiple
tubes connecting the upper end of the regenerator to the cylinder head, with
the tubes passing through a plenum region where heat is picked up from the
absorber. Five passive systems and one active system employing a pumped loop
were considered as means to deliver the heat to the tubes. The alternative
approaches are described briefly below.
a. Wicked Heat Pipe (Self-Priming)
This approach utilizes a conventional non-nucleate boiling wicked heat
pipe. The absorber back surface is covered with wicking material and
constitutes the boiler or evaporator. Sodium vaporizes from the surface
and condenses on the heater tubes delivering heat to the engine. Condensate
returns by gravity to the small liquid pool. Liquid is delivered to the
upper regions of the boiler by a circumferential feed wick. For this
system to be self-priming in all orientations, it was determined that a
feed wick with a cross-section in excess of four square inches is required.
B. Wicked Heat Pipe (Non-Self-Priming)
This system is identical to A above except that a smaller feed wick is
used and the all-orientation self-priming feature is foregone.
Wicked heat pipes are discussed in Appendix B.
C. Pool Boilin9
This approach is a nucleate boiling reflux capsule. It utilizes nucleate
boiling at the absorber back surface with the boiler cavity completely
submerged in liquid sodium. An open area allows the heated vapor to
circulate and condense on the heater tubes which are located above the
pool. Condensate returns to the pool by gravity. The engine and its
heater tube array is mounted so that it is above the sodium pool for all
dish orientations.
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D. Pool Immersion
A fifth system would have the heater tubes in the boiler cavity with the
cavity filled with liquid sodium and pressurized to approximately one
atmosphere to supress boiling. Convection cells would develop allowing
heat transport by free convection in the liquid sodium pool. Atmospheric
pressure would be maintained by argon or another inert gas with pressure
regulation or a membrane interface with the atmosphere.
E_ Two-Phase Boilin_
This approach would have the tubes located in the boiler cavity which is
partially filled with sodium. Under steady state conditions, violent
boiling at the absorber back surface would cause the cavity to be filled
with a two-phase liquid-vapor system which would wash both the absorber
back surface and the heater tubes providing the required heat transport.
Startup may be a problem requiring auxiliary heat.
Fo Pumped Loop
This system employs an electromagnetic pump to supply liquid to the boiler
surface in place of the capillary driven feed wick. Liquid sodium is
picked up at the sump and delivered to circumferential feed tubes which
supply the boiler surface. Sufficient flow and perhaps external cooling
would be required to prevent premature vaporization of the liquid as it
leaves the feed tubes. The boiler wick could be of minimal thickness to
minimize superheat. Delivery of heat to the engine heater tubes by
condensation will assure the uniform temperature requirement of the
heater system.
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Appendix D
MATERIALS
The following brief report on materials and material compatability is included
as a supplement to the earlier discussion on materials and material compatability
provided in the discussion of the receiver and reflux boiler in Appendix A.
The report was submitted by G. D. Johnson, Manager of Materials Engineering
for the Westinghouse Hanford Company.
The report focuses to a large extent on CG-27 as a candidate material for
the heater tubes. While no data involving CG-27 explicitly is available,
there is data for similar alloys.
Two concerns were addressed. One is the credibility of the extrapolation of
creep rupture data for CG-27 at 60,000 hours. The other is the compatability
of CG-27 with potassium in a closed system at 700%.
Data for alloy D-979, which is very similar to CG-27, were generated in
60,O00-hour tests and compare well with the extrapolated data for CG-27. This
verifies to a first order the extrapolated data of Figure A-6, Appendix A.
Corrosion data were reported for similar alloys tested in an open plumbed
sodium loop at 700%. The most similar alloy to CG-27, D-66, did not perform
too well. However, Johnson points out that CG-27 may perform extremely
differently in a closed system. As compatability tests are proposed as part
of the next design phase, it is considered premature to discard CG-27 in
view of the advantages of high strength and low projected cost. CG-27 has
therefore been retained as the primary choice of material for the heater
tubes.
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MATERIALS ISSUES FOR THE RECEIVER AND HEAT PIPE OF A 25 KW(e)
SOLAR ELECTRIC ADVANCED STIRLING POWER SYSTEM
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The basic design requirements that directly impact the choice of
materials for the receiver and heat pipe system are listed below.
Required Life:
Startup/Shutdown Cycles:
Operating Temperature:
Heat Pipe Fluid:
30 years (calendar)
60,000 hours (at temperature)
20,000
700"C
Potassium
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Selection of a material for the high temperature components of the
Solar Electric Advanced Stirling Power System requires information on
mechanical properties, corrosion behavior, weldability, fabricability,
etc. During the conceptual design phase, the most important properties of
concern are creep strength, stress rupture life and resistance to liquid
metal corrosion. As the program progresses from a conceptual to a
preliminary design, other properties need to be evaluated. They are low
cycle fatigue, creep-fatigue interaction, oxidation behavior and weld-
ability.
For the conceptual design study, the material to be used is CG27.
The choice of this alloy was based on its excellent high temperature
properties for application in automotive Stirling engines. (I) This alloy
was produced by the Crucible Steel Corp. of Syracuse, New York. Since
this alloy is no longer produced, other superalloys of similar composition
should be considered for the purpose of providing material property data
when such data are not available for CG27. Table I provides a listing of
a few alloys that are similar in composition to CG27.
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Creep and Stress Rupture Behavior
Information presented at the Preliminary Design Review in February
1987, included stress rupture and creep curves for several high temper-
ature alloys. The stress rupture curves were for a time of 60,000 hours.
In the short time spent on reviewing materials, it was not possible to
locate the actual data base for CG27. In many cases correlations are
provided for creep and stress rupture properties where actual test times
are much less than those being considered for a given application. In an
investigation conducted on alloy D-979, (2) data were generated to times of
60,000 hours at temperatures in the range of IO00-1500"F. Figures I and 2
show the properties of D-979 in comparison to CG27. This provides
verification from actual data that the expected creep and stress rupture
properties can be achieved for the conceptual design.
Liquid Metal Corrosion
A brief review of the literature did not provide any data on the
corrosive interaction between potassium and superalloys (iron or nickel
base). The behavior of alloy CG27 in potassium at 700"C can be inferred
only from data for iron and nickel base alloys obtained with sodium loop
tests. Numerous alloys were evaluated by several DOE contractors from
1975 to 1978 for the purpose of screening potential fuel pin cladding
materials for use in liquid metal reactors. Most of these tests were
conducted by Westinghouse at the Hanford Engineering Development Labora-
tory and the Advanced Reactors Division. Sodium compatibility tests were
performed at 600"C and 700"C with I ppm oxygen. Sodium velocities ranged
from 2.4 to 4.8 m/s and the Reynolds Number ranged from 2.28 x 104 to 4.5
x 104 . Tests were conducted on commercial alloys and developmental alloys
("D"). Alloy compositions are given in Tables I and 2. Sodium exposure
of tubular samples generally resulted in mass loss, wall thinning,
chemically depleted zones, subsurface attack and intergranular attack
(IGA). The depleted zone in D9 and AlSl 316 is a uniform layer of
ferrite. Subsurface porosity was observed in PEI6, Inconel 706 and D68.
Intergranular attack was observed for D9, D21, D25, D66 and PEI6. Results
of tests at 700"C are summarized in Table 3. The worst behavior was
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exhibited by alloy D66. This alloy is very similar to CG27. Sodium
wastage correlations were developed for each alloy. The calculated
performance for each alloy at 625"C for a time of 18,000 hours is shown in
Table 4. Although these conditions do not apply to the heat pipe-Stifling
engine system, these values are consistent with those in Table 3 with
respect to ranking the alloys for comparative purposes. Solute strength-
ened austenitic alloys (AISI 316, D9) and ferritic alloys (HTg) show
superior sodium corrosion behavior compared to the precipitation hardened
alloys. It should be pointed out that the formation of a ferrite layer
does not imply a total loss in strength in the layer. From a strength
consideration, a porous depleted zone and intergranular attack would have
a more deleterious effect. If these results from sodium loop tests
indicate what might occur in a potassium heat pipe system, then alloy CG27
would appear to be a poor choice for 60,000 hour service at 700"C. On the
other hand, a case could be made that the potassium heat pipe system is
quite different than the sodium loop. The only way to evaluate CG27 for
this case would be to run a series of refluxing capsule tests at 700"C.
Destructive examination of the capsules at various times would be required
to assess the long term behavior.
Low Cycle Fatigue-Creep Interaction
The evaluation of steady state creep and rupture life are valuable in
a preliminary scoping evaluation. As the design becomes more rigid, it
will be necessary to evaluate the interaction between creep and low cycle
fatigue. The ASME design procedures for fatigue at high temperatures are
based on Nuclear Code Case N47. The procedure for damage evaluation is a
linear summation of creep and fatigue damage. "Safety factors" are
applied to the stress (factor of 2) o._[rthe life (factor of 20). Many
people use a strain range partitioning approach and several good papers on
this subject can be found in Reference 3. In addition, several papers on
this subject are listed in the literature survey, which is included as an
attachment to this report.
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Oxidation Resistance
The surface of the receiver will be subject to oxidation. Reaction
between air and the alloy can be minimized with a protective coating.
Nickel aluminide coatings' are commonly used for this purpose and are
applied by a diffusion process. A protective layer of AI203 is formed
when the component is heated.
It has been reported (4) that oxidation can be enhanced under condi-
tions of low cycle fatigue strain. During cycling, regions of intense
local oxidation develop. This arises because of repeated rupture of the
oxide film by the localized fatigue. Also, it has been shown that some of
the degradation observed in low cycle fatigue-creep tests is really due to
an interaction with the environment. (5) Thus, future evaluations of low
cycle fatigue (LCF) data should pay careful attention to the test environ-
ment. If the receiver is to be coated, then the LCF data should be for
tests run in vacuum or in an inert atmosphere.
Weldability
Most of the superalloys can be welded by conventional techniques.
Since these alloys obtain their strength from a multiple step heat
treatment, the welding will result in a very weak zone of material. A
post-weld heat treatment would be required to maintain the high creep
strength of the alloy.
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Table D-3
SODIUM CORROSION OF VARIOUS ALLOYS AT 700"C
AND ONE-YEAR EXPOSURE
WALL DEGRADED FERRITE
MASS LOSS THINNING ZONE LAy_ I.G.A.
ALLOY mg-dm "z _m um _m(.:,} um
Inconel 706 2600 6.0 48.5 -- 0
Inconel 706 2880 12 55 -- 0
PEI6 2000 5.6 33.5 -- lO0
M-813 (Arc 2000 31 31 -- 5I
Cast)
AISI 316 1442 18 -- 12 0
D9 1442 18 -- 22 0(c)
D21 2160 5(b) 58 -- 30
D25 2000 5(b) 45 -- 45
D66 4320 15 37 -- 75.4
a Applicable to AISI 316 and D9 where ferritic layer is solid. Note that degraded zone
is also ferritic, but it is porous and follows a linear time dependence.
b Estimated Values.
c No IGA seen in the short exposure time in ITF. IGA was observed at longer times in
STCL, however.
lOl
HT9
AISI 316
D9
D68
D25
IN 706
D21
PEI6
D66
Table D-4
SODIUM CORROSION OF ALLOYS AT 625"C
FOR 18,000 HOURS
Total Damage Depth (microns)
13
14
29
32
39
39
46
47
56
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1 Background
This report covers work performed by Gedeon Associates for Stifling Technology
Co. (STC) on a 25 kW solar ehctric Stirling power system. Under an overriding
contract with NASA Lewis Research Center, STC subcontracted with Gedeon
Associates to perform computer simulations of the Stirling thermodynamic cycle
and to help with detailed heat exchanger design. Details of the solar absorber,
hydraulic system, alternator and overall mechanical design are not covered in
this report.
2 Method of Approach
Two key computer programs were used in the course of thiswork: A nodal-
type Stiflingthermodynamic analysisand a linearisedscalinganalysis.The
GLIMPS (GLobally IMPlicit Simulation)nodal analysis{3]allowed fastand
accuratesimulationof trialdesignswhile scalinganalysisalloweddesignstobe
variedto achieveperformance trade-offsand designchanges.
GLIMPS
This program is described in great detail in reference [3{ and will not be re-
described here. However, suffice it to say that GLIMPS solves the gas energy,
momentum and continuity equations and is thereby better able to resolve some
of the subtle effects of Stifling thermodynamics than isothermal or adiabatic
analyses. For example, the problem of incomplete flow through heat exchangers
(gas-element tidal excursion less than heat exchanger hngth) is resolved by
GLIMPS but not by simpler analyses.
There is,however, at hast one limitationsof GLIMPS. Since the model
assumes one-dimensional flow,itdoes not assessflowdistributionor flow non-
uniformityproblems in heat exchangers.In spiteofnew 2-dimensionalsoftware
currentlyunder development (discussedin more detaillateron), the best al-
ternativeremains to followsteady-flowmanifold design guidelinesand try to
minimise flow non-uniformitiesas much as possible. For example, side-inlet
manifoldsfeedinglargefrontal-areaheat exchangers should be avoided.
Validating GLIMPS is an ongoing process,but the resultslook good so
farand there isevery reason to expect good accuracy with the type ofengine
chosen for the STC solardesign. In an independent testof GLIMPS on Re-
1000 engine data by Roy Tew at NASA _the code predicted1.19 kW power at
31.2_ efficiency_ compared to a0.94kW power and 27.2_ efficiencyj forthe
experimentaldata. These resultsare fairlygood consideringno parasiticlosses
(leaks,appendix loss,etc.)were simulated.
Latelythere have been some concerns that GLIMPS (as well asmost other
Stiflinganalysisprograms} have troublematching data for low temperature-
ratiospace-power type engines. This type of engine istough to simulate for
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several reasons. First, because of low temperature ratios, errors in gas-to-wall
temperature drops in heat exchangers are more significant than for more con-
ventional engines. Second, because of low tidal-amp]/tude-to-volume ratios in
the heat exchangers, heat transfer tends to concentrate near the regenerator
inlets. Third, the low phase angles between pressure wave and piston position
mean that small errors in pressure phase angle result in relatively large changes
in power. In contrast, the STC solar engine has
1. A high temperature ratio (Th/Tc = 3 vs Th/Tc = 2 for space engines).
2. High tidal-amplitude ratios in the heat exchangers (swept tidal volume /
heat exchanger volume _ 3.2 in the cooler and _ 2.1 in the heater).
3. A very large pressure phase angle (_ 50 degrees vs _ 10 degrees for space
engines).
for all these reasons, GLIMPS is expected to do well when modeling the STC
solar design.
Scaling
Scaling is based on linearized isothermal analysis. Stated broadly, the goal
in scaling is to constrain certain dimensionless groups related to basic cycle
power and heat exchanger performance while simultaneously changing some
dimensional aspect(s) of the machine. The methodology of scaling is described
in reference [4]. More detail on the specific problem of scaling the Solar engine
can be found in section 7 of this report.
STC did not allow Gedeon complete freedom for the thermodynamic engine
design but rather provided temperature, stroke and volume specifications and
constraints to insure compatibility with their hydraulic system, free-piston dy-
namics and general mechanical design. Each specification set -- of which there
were several over the course of the work -- consisted of values for the following:
• Power.
* Hot and cold metal temperatures.
• Pressure.
• Frequency.
• Piston and displacer strokes.
• Piston, displacer and drive-rod diameters.
• Heat exchanger volume ratios (compared to expansion space swept vol-
ume).
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Within the guidelines of each data set was the freedom for Gedeon to chose
heat exchanger details and displacer phase angle as needed to achieve the power
determined by dynamic analysis at STC. There was also the freedom to reap-
portion volumes among the heat exchangers so long as the total gas mass within
the system remained constant.
GLIMPS simulations and scaling were used together in a hands-on pseudo-
optimisation process. Upon receipt of the first data set, heat exchanger variables
were chosen using rules of thumb and previous design experience, and a nodal
simulation was run. Performance deficiencies were noted and corrected by scal-
ing the design of the heat exchangers with appropriate constraints. The scaled
design was then re-simulated and the entire process repeated until acceptable
performance was achieved.
3 The Design Search
This sectiondiscussesthe logicbehind some of the design trade-offsmade in
the evolutionofthe thermodynamic design.
Pressure and frequency are two important design parameters confronting
any Stirlingenginedesigner.Fortunately,high pressureand moderate frequency
designsseemed best toboth STC and Gedeon. From STC's point ofview,these
designstended to have low hydrauliclosses.From Gedeon's point ofview, the
scalingtrends indicatedthat high pressuresand moderate frequencieswould
help to keep heat-exchanger tube counts low. Although moderate frequency
runs somewhat counter to currentaerospacepractice,itmakes sensein a solar
applicationbecause weight isnot a criticalfactor-- particularlyfor the STC
design,which has a ground-mounted electricgenerator.
Regenerator type was another important choice.The ideaof using a rolled
foilregeneratorwas originallysuggested by STC in lightof itspotentiallylow
costand similaritytothesimple annulargap regenerators(between the displacer
and itscylinder)used in theirartificialheartengines.STC alsoconcluded that
the absence ofradialporositywould eliminateradialflowirregularities;and that
therewas potentialforeliminatingcircumferentialflowirregularitiestoo by in-
sertinglongitudinalpartitionsbetween foillayers.Gedeon was quicklywon over;
especiallyaftera review of the work cloneby Andy Ross suggestingthat foils
down to 25 micron (Irail)thicknesscould be used. Also,foilssidestepthe issue
ofenhanced axialgas conductivitywhich isa problem in flow through porous
materialsthat has only recentlybeen recognized by the Stiflingcommunity.
More on thislater.
Offsettingthe costand analyticallyperceivedthermodynamic advantagesof
the rolledfoilregeneratoristhe factthatexperiencewith rolledfoilmatricesis
quitelimited.In considerationofthispoint,made by many ofthe reviewersat
the preliminarydesignreviewmeeting held atNASA Lewis Research Center,the
wire screenmatrix was eventuallydesignatedthe baselinedesignwith the foil
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regenerator as an advanced-technology backup. Prior to this decision, however,
considerable effort had gone into designing a foil based machine. So instead of
starting all over, we looked into the possibility of simply substituting a screen
type regenerator in the existing design. The conclusions regarding foil- and
screen-regenerator engines are discussed separately in sections 4 and 5.
The heater design was another open question. Early on, the proprietary
heater design initially proposed by STC was judged to be too risky and the
consensus was that a tubular design should be used. After a brief discussion be-
tween Gedeon and STC during which a straight-tube package in a shell-and-tube
arrangement was considered, we quickly decided that, for packaging reasons, a
hairpin-tube design was best.
Another issue was heat exchanger swept-to-dead volume ratio which was
considered in great detail. Current problems in some of the NASA sponsored
aerospace engines are, in part, directly traceable to the relatively small volu-
metric flow excursions in the heat exchanger volumes. Fortunately, Seume and
Simon [10] have recently tabulated values for swept volume ratios in the heat
exchangers of a wide variety of Stirling engines -- some successful, some not.
We decided to design the solar engine with its heater and cooler swept volume
ratios well into the range of the most successful Stirling engines developed to
date.
Regenerator flow distribution problems were yet another important issue to
consider. We did our best to avoid potential problems although exact analysis
was not possible. A compact, low void/swept volume design was generally
helpful in avoiding flow distribution problems. The interface between the heat
exchanger tubes and the regenerator was examined in minute detail and some
suggestions for flow distribution improvements in this area are discussed later
on.
Another issue was hot-end temperature. For the 800C hot-end temperature
initially specified by NASA, the low allowable thermal stresses in hot compo-
nents made for relatively thick pressure walls. At 800C, a maximum stress of
somewhere between 70 and 100 mPa (10,000 and 15,000 PSI) was appropriate
based on creep-rupture and desired lifetime critera. This led to the investigation
of lower temperature 700C designs.
4 Final Designs for Foil Matrix Engines
This sectiondocuments the final-- and best -- foil-regeneratordesignpoints
that were achieved. Run 3A.3 representsa 193 bar (2800 psi) design with
somewhat-optimized heat exchangers and isthe directancestorto allthe other
designsin thissection-- that is,allthe other designswere obtained by sim-
ple scalingsstartingwith 3A.3. To avoid confusion,a complete discussionof
allthe preliminary designsthat led up to run 3A.3 are not reported. Essen-
tially,3A.3 evolved from heat exchanger geometric optimizationand volume
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re-apportionment starting from a set of dynamically consistent temperatures,
strokes and volumes provided by STC. The progression from run 3A.3 to 4A.2
was
3A.$ -* 4A.1 Pressure reduced to 138 bar (2000 psi); volumes increased to
hold power fixed.
4A.1 -_ 4A.2 Reduced heater tube count from 104 to 60 by scaling NTU by
0.83 but fixing heater volume and pressure drop.
Around the time run 4A.2 was completed, it was found that the 800C heat source
temperature was too high for structural integrity and liquid metal compgtabillty.
Also, to generate power at the system survival heat input (rather than shut
down) required an increased engine power output capablity.
STC then provided scoping set 5 for further thermodynamic analysim -- a
700C, 138 bar (2000 psi), 35 kW design. The most notable effect of reducing
the heat sourcetemperature was a slightincreasein the ratioofdisplacerswept
volume to power pistonswept volume. The ratiosofheat exchanger volumes to
displacerswept volume were maintained at the valuesselectedforscopingsets
3 and 4. The progressionfrom run 4A.1 to run 5A.3 was
4A.1 --*5A.1 Reduced hot-end temperature from 1045K to 973K increased
power {volumes} slightlyto provide a bufferabove nominal power rating.
5A.1 --*5A.3 Reduce heater tube count from 171 to 75 by scalingNTU by
0.75 but fixingheatervolume and pressuredrop.
The remaining two runs,5A.2 and 5A.4 are half-powerpoints obtained by re-
ducing frequency,pistonstrokeand displacerphase angleof runs 5A. i and 5A.3
in accordance with STC dynamic analysis.Tables 1 and 2 summariae the key
engine specificationsand performance ofthe selecteddesigns.
At thispoint the preliminarydesignreview meeting took place,resultingin
the followingconclusionsregardingthe directionthe engine designshould take:
1. Use 700C asthe designheat source temperature.
2. Freese the displacerand power pistonstrokevolumes.
3. Increasethe designmean pressureto achievethe enginepower needed for
operation at survivallevelsofinsolation.
4. Use a screenor screen-likematrix in the baselinedesign.
Design pointswhich reflectheseconclusionsare discussedinthe followingsec-
tion.
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Run ID number 3A.3 4A.1
Mean pressure (mPa) 19.3 13,8
Frequency (Hz) 50 50
Gas type He He
Piston amplitude (nun) 5.08 5.08
Displacer amplitude (ram) 10.2 10.2
Displacer Phase (deg) 45 45
Displacer appendix gap (rnrn) 0.13 0.15
Displacer length (ram) 150 150
Displacer diameter (rnm) 128 151
Displacer rod diameter (rnm) 44 52
Piston diameter (ram) 153 182
Cooler wall temperature (K) 323 323
Cooler tube length (ram) I00 I00
Cooler tube number 96 122
Cooler tube internal diameter (ram) 2.60 2.74
Regenerator length (mm) 59 59
Regenerator canister area (cm 2) T8 102
Regenerator foil thickneu (/_m) 25.4 25.4
Regenerator foil gap (_rn) 32.0 37.8
Heater wall temperature (K) 1045 1045
Heater tube length (ram) 194 194
Heater tube number 82 104
Heater tube internal diameter (ram) 3.18 3.34
CS volume at mean Xp and Xd (cm 3) 182 255
ES volume at mean Xd (cm 3) 171 240
4A.2 5A.I SA.2 SA.3 SA.4
13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8
50 50 38.5 50 38.5
He He He He He
5.08 5.08 4.09 5.08 4.09
10.2 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9
45 46 34 45 34
0.15 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
150 150 150 150 150
151 174 174 174 174
52 58 58 58 58
182 208 208 208 208
323 323 323 323 323
I00 I00 I00 100 100
122 170 170 170 170
2.74 2.73 2.73 2.73 2.73
59 58 58 58 58
102 147 147 147 147
25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4
37.8 36.7 36.T 36.T 36.7
1045 973 973 973 973
215 184 184 214 214
60 171 171 75 75
4.18 3.16 3.16 4.42 4.42
255 356 356 356 356
240 335 335 335 335
Table 1: Key engine parameters for final designs.Displacer appendix gap w_s
chosen for minimal efHciencylossconsideringshuttleheat transferand appendix
power losses.
III
Run ID number 3A.3 4.A.1 4A.2 5A.1 5A.2 5A.3 5A.4
POWER
GLIMPS Total PV power (kW) 34.36 34.55 33.85 42.04 21.43 40.65 20.93
Displacer rod power (kW) 3.64 3.63 3.25 3.38 1.30 2.40 0.93
Appendix gap PV loss (kW) 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
Piston PV (kW) 30.55 30.79 30.47 38.51 19.96 38.08 19.8
EFFICIENCY
Piston indicated (_) 51.5 51.7 51.6 49.9 51.8 50.0 51.9
HEAT INPUT
Basic heat input to heater (kW) 59.30 59.55 59.03 77.24 38.54 76.19 38.16
Shuttle heat transfer (kW) 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.04 0.17 0.04
Other thermal losses NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
PRESSURE
CS pressure amplitude (mPa) 2.99 3.13 2.13 2.00 1.35 1.99 1.35
CS pressure phase (deg wrt piston) -49.3 -49.8 -49.3 -50.4 -73.3 -49.8 -72.7
COOLER
Flow frictiondissipation (kW) 0.56 0.51 0.51 0.81 0.30 0.81 0.30
Available energy loss (kW) 1.97 1.96 1.98 2.70 0.95 2.75 0.96
Mean gas-wall JT (K) 23 23 24 23 16 23 16
REGENERATOR
Flow friction dissipation (kW) 3.02 3.04 3.05 4.22 2.35 4.25 2.36
Available energy loss (kW) 1.68 1.70 1.68 2.26 1.39 2.23 1.38
Enthalpy transport (kW) 1.39 1.57 1.58 2.37 1.60 2.36 1.61
HEATER
Flow friction dissipation (kW) 1.26 1.19 1.49 1.59 0.66 2.21 0.92
Available energy loss (kW) 1.40 1.41 1.50 1.81 0.51 2.01 0.56
Mean gas-wall JT (K) 43 43 52 38 21 49 27
Displacer rod power is the power transmitted by the displacer rod required for overcoming
mechanism losses outside the Stirling working gas; rod power = GLIMPS total PV
power - GLIMPS piston PV power.
Appendix gap PV loss is an external calculation not included in GLIMPS.
Buic heat Input to heater does not include parasitic losses.
Available energy loss is a Secomi-_w power loss due to irreversibility associated with gin,.
to-waU heat flow across finite AT. Roughly, the net work a Carnot engine could deliver
in a reversible process with equivalent heat flows across the gu-to-wall AT.
Table2: Performanceoffinaldesignspredictedby GLIMPS version1.1.
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5 Final Designs for Screen Matrix Engines
Several months elapsed between the simulations of this section and those of
section 4. During this time a new version of GLIMPS was developed. A major
difference in the new version is that gas + solid-mode axial conductivity in the
regenerator is now built into the simulation rather than added in later as a
parasitic calculation. The values of heat input tabulated in this section reflect
this fact. To bridge the gap between this and the previous section, run 4A.2 was
re-simulated with the new version of GLIMPS and the results tabulated as run
4A.2". Based on this comparison, the new version of GLIMPS predicts lower
efficiency by about 2.5%, of which less than 1% can be accounted for by the
added axial conductivity. Tables 3 and 4 summarize run 4A.2" and the other
results of this section.
STC suggested that target power might be satisfactorily met at 700C by
simply increasing the pressure of the 4A.2 design from 138 bar (2000psi) to
179 bar (2600psi). This is run 6.1 although pressure was actually simulated as
174 bar due to a data entry error. Run 6.1 still has the same heat exchangers
and foil regenerator as run 4A.2. The results appeared promising although no
attempt was made to insure validity of the free-piston dynamics of run 6.1.
STC then provided scoping set 7 to re-establish the validity of the free-piston
dynamics at 179 bar and 700C. The volume ratios and stroke ratios are the same
as scoping set 5. Run 7.1 continues to use the same heat exchangers and foil
regenerator as run 4A.2. A volume adjustment was made in the compression
space to keep the total gas mass content consistent with the STC scoping guide-
lines. Compared to runs 5A.1 and 5A.3, run 7.1 shows about 4% lower efficiency,
although only about half of this is due to thermodynamic effects, the remainder
being due to the new version of GLIMPS. With the compact design of case 7.1,
it is a strong contender for the baseline foil-regenerator design.
Screen-regenerator simulations begin with run 7.2 which represents an effort
to package a screen regenerator into the same canister as in run 4A.2. Some
hand optimization was done on wire diameter and porosity. A wire diameter
of 50.8 pm (2 mil) and a porosity of 70% was chosen. Unfortunately, flow
friction dissipation for the regenerator was not constrained and it turn out
about 3kW higher than expected. Therefore run 7.2 is not consistent with
the STC dynamic analysis and, as a result, the piston indicated efficiency is
meaningless (it implies a small power input through the displacer rod). However,
the gross indicated efficiency (ratio of total PV power to heater heat input) is
meaningful; unfortunately, it was down about 4_ due to large enthalpy flux and
axial conduction the regenerator.
Another attempt to package a screen regenerator in the foil canister of 4A.2
is run 7.5. In this case the wire diameter was constrained at 25.4 _m (1 rail)
mJad the regenerator pumping dissipation to about 3kW for consistency with the
STC dynamic analysis. This case was a dismal failure. The porosity consistent
with the above constraints was about 95%, giving very large values for enthalpy
ll3
Run ID number 4A.2" 6.1 7.1 7.2 7.4 7.5
Mean pressure (mPa) 13.8 17.4 17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9
Frequency (Hs) 50 50 50 50 50 38.5
Gas type He He He He He He
Piston amplitude (rnm) 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08
Displacer amplitude (ram) 10.2 10.2 10.9 10.9 10.9 10.9
Displacer Phase (deg) 45 45 45 45 45 45
Displacer appendix gap (ram) 0,15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
Displacer length (ram) 150 150 150 150 150 1S0
Displacer diameter (mm) 151 151 152 152 152 152
Displacer rod diameter (nun) 52 52 51 51 51 51
Piston diameter (mm) 182 182 182 182 182 182
Cooler wall temperature (K) 323 323 323 323 323 323
Cooler tube length (ram) 100 I00 100 100 100 100
Cooler tube number 122 122 122 122 122 122
Cooler tube internal diameter (nun) 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74
Regenerator length (mm) 59 59 59 59 27 59
Regenerator canister area (cm 2) 102 102 102 102 190 102
Regenerator foil thickness (pro) 25.4 25.4 25.4 NA NA NA
Regenerator foll gap (pm) 37.8 37.8 37.8 NA NA NA
Regenerator wire diameter (pm) NA NA NA 51 25 25
Regenerator porosity (%) 60 60 60 70 70 95
Heater wall temperature (K) 1045 973 973 973 973 973
Heater tube length (mm) 215 215 215 215 215 215
Heater tube number 60 60 60 60 60 60
Heater tube internal diameter (ram) 4.18 4.18 4.18 4.18 4.18 4.18
CS volume at mean Xp and Xd (cm _) 255 255 295 295 295 295
ES volume at mean Xd (cm 3) 240 240 260 260 260 260
Table 3: Key engine parameters for final designs. Displacer appendix gap was
chosen for minimal efficiency loss considering shuttle heat transfer and appendix
power losses.
fluxand axialconductionand largetemperatureswingsintheregeneratorgas
inotherwords,poorthermalperformance.
Run 7.4istheresultofan effortooptimisea screenregeneratorinitsown
canister.An intermediateresult(run7.3)isnot tabulated.The lengthand
frontalareaoftheregeneratorwereallowedtovarywhilethevoidvolumewas
keptthesame asrun 4A.2.Regeneratorpumping powerwas againconstrained
toabout3kW. The resultsofthiscaselookprettygood showingaboutthesame
power and efficiencyasrun 7.1.Run 7.4was designatedthebaselineSTC solar
design.
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Run ID number
POWER
4A.2" 6.1 7.1 7.2 7.4 7.5
GLIMPS Total PV power (kW)
Displacer rod power (kW)
Appendix gap PV loss (kW)
Piston PV (kW)
EFFICIENCY
Piston indicated (%)
HEAT INPUT
34.34 39.93 42.15 36.12 42.20 22.23
3.06 4.57 3.43 -0.30 3.88 1.10
0,13 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
31.15 35.19 38.54 NA 38.14 21.05
49.0 44.9 45.9 NA 45.7 28.2
Basic heat input to heater (kW)
Shuttle heat transfer (kW)
Other thermal losses
PRESSURE
CS pressure amplitude (mPa)
CS pressure phase (deg wrt piston)
COOLER
Flow friction dissipation (kW)
Available energy loss (kW)
Mean gas-wall JT (K)
REGENERATOR
63.56 78.33 83.88 78.03 83.43 74.67
0.17 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
NA NA NA NA NA NA
2.23 2.70 2.70 2.56 2.70 2.00
-47.6 -43.5 -48.1 -47.6 -47.6 -33.2
0.29 0,39 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.60
2.44 3,38 3.72 3.68 3.65 5.63
27 28 29 29 29 36
Flow friction dissipation (kW) 3.09 2.95 3.45 6.44 3.05 3.29
Available energy loss (kW) 1.67 2.52 3.13 3.00 1.78 8.60
Enthalpy transport (kW) 2.70 4.00 5.18 4.46 1.69 7.54
Axial conduction (kW) 0.94 0.82 0.82 3.08 3.45 12.0
HEATER
Flow frictiondissipation (kW) 1.07 1.34 1.73 1.69 1.72 1.55
Available energy loss (kW) 1.60 2.18 2.21 1.89 2.22 1.79
Mean gas-wail JT (K) 59 58 57 53 57 51
Displacer rod power is the power transmitted by the displacer rod required for overcoming
mechanism losses outside the Stirling working gas; rod power = GLII_PS total PV
power - GLIMPS piston PV power.
Appendix gap PV loss is an external calculation not included in GLIMPS.
Basic heat input to heater does not include parasitic losses. It does include regermrator
axial conduction which was not included in table 2.
Available energy loss is a Second-/aw power loss due to irreversibiliW associated with g_-
to-wall heat flow across finite AT. Roughly, the net work a Carnot engine could deliver
in a reversible process with equivalent heat flows across the gas-to-wall AT.
Axial regenerator conduction includes gas molecular "t- eddy + solid-mode conduction.
Table 4: Performance of final designs predicted with GLIMPS version 2.0. Run
4A.2" is a rerun of case 4A.2 for comparison. Case 7.4 is the baseline.
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6 Detailed Discussion of Components
Heater
The heater is arranged as a tube bundle, each tube having a hairpin bend at
about the midpoint -- tube count and length were held to reasonable values
within the constraints of geometry and allotted volume. ScaLing trends indicate
that high pressure and moderate frequency were important in the success of the
design.
Heater volume was carefully considered to avoid the problem of low swept/void
volume ratio. As the tidal excursion in a heat exchanger is reduced, the distri-
bution of heat flux becomes concentrated near the regenerator end, with adverse
consequences on gas-wall temperature difference and efficiency. The distribu-
tion of heat flux along the heater length in the 3A.3 design point varies by only
about ±20% as simulated by GLIMPS -- which is good.
Regenerator
Although woven-screenregeneratorsaremore widely used than foilregenerators
the latterhave some unique advantages.With the presentlackofgood empirical
heat transferand pressuredrop data forscreens,foilenjoysthe luxury ofexact
solutionsinthelaminar flowregime ofinterest.Even foroscillatingflow,laminar
parallelflow between parallelplatesiswell understood [5].Foilisinherently
cheaper to manufacture than screens,requiringonly a rollingprocess rather
than a wire drawing process followed by weaving. Foil regeneratorsof 25.4
micron (1 rail)foilthicknesshave been successfullyused in StirLingengines
(Andy Ross);the spacingbetween layersbeing maintained by an arrayofraised
dimples on the foil.With foilofthisthinnessitispossibleto achievesurface-
area-to-volumeratioscomparable to the best screenregenerators.
About the only potentialdisadvantageto foilisitsunbroken metalliccon-
ductionpath from the hot end to the cold end. At leastthisconduction canbe
accuratelycalculatedin contrastto the currentstateof affairsinscreenregen-
eratorswhere metallicconduction isknown only approximately and enhanced
gas conduction (due to microstructureof flow field)ispotentiallysignificant.
In the variousfoilregeneratorssimulated in the 25 kWe solarengine,metallic
conduction isacceptably low and enhanced gas conduction in laminar flow is
not a problem.
Enhanced axialconductivityinflowthrough porous materialshas been well
documented in the chemical engineeringliterature.Molecular conduction is
not reallyenhanced; the effectamounts to an accounting adjustment in one-
dimensionalmodels. In porous flowthereare microscopicfluideddieswhich, in
the presenceofan axialtemperature gradient,exchange heat with each otherin
a sortofshuttleheat transfermode. This resultsin an increasedaxialenergy
flownot accounted for by the enthalpy ofthe bulk flow.A correlationgivenin
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reference[2]shows that for Reynolds numbers R_ above about 10,the enhance-
ment factorNk isroughly Nk _ 1.3P_. With Reynolds numbers of 10-100
common in Stiflingengines, axialconductivityenhancements are potentially
seriouslosses.
There isalways the potentialforflowmaldistributionin the regenerator--
inthiscase the flowjetsemerging from the adjacentheat exchanger tubes were
thought to representa potentialproblem. A jetisessentiallya boundary-layer
separationphenomenon that occurs when a fluidstream encounters an abrupt
area increase-- aswhen flowentersfrom a tube intothe regenerator.For flow
inthe oppositedirectionno separationoccurs.Thereforein the vicinityoftube
inletsnet flow circulationsresultover the course ofa cycle.
An obviousquestionis:How do theseflowcirculationsaffectregeneratorper-
formance? An attempt was made tomodel flowjettingwith the two-dimensional
flowprogram (MANIFEST) under development by Gedeon AssociatesforNASA
Lewis. Unfortunately MANIFEST was not able tomodel jetssuccessfully,pre-
sumably as a resultofthe necessary viscousterms requiredfor boundary layer
separationeffectshaving been ignoredinitsmomentum equation. MANIFEST
was shelvedfor the time being untilfunding becomes availableto continue its
development. Meanwhile the jet problem was addressed from a more simplified
point ofview.
Clearly the ratioof velocityhead (Q = pv2/2) in the heater and cooler
tubes compared to pressure drop (AP) across the regeneratoris important.
A value of Q/AP = 1.0 would clearlyrepresenta problem while Q/AP =
0.01 would probably be OK. For the typicaldesign 3A.3 the ratiofor both
the cooler and heater turned out to be Q/AP = 0.1,which is probably in
the range where furtheranalysiswould be wise. Itispossiblethat jet-induced
flow circulationsmight have some detrimentaleffectsnear the entrancesofthe
regeneratormatrix.
One way to reduce the ratioQ/AP istoreduce Q, by incorporatingtapered
diffusingsectionsat the cooler and heatertube entrances adjacent the regen-
erator.The tapered diffuserfeatureisincorporatedinto the baselinedesignof
the heaterand coolertubes by incorporatinga 7.5 degreetaper intothe casting
for the housing. The taper issufficiento double the flow area of the heater
and coolertube exits,reducing Q/Ap to .025for design3A.3, which should go
a long way toward eliminationof potentialjettingproblems.
Under ordinary conditions,the totalincluded angle of a conicaldiffuser
should be limitedto about 8 degreestoavoid boundary- layerseparationinthe
diffuseritself[7].However, the presence of the regeneratormatrix downstream
of the diffuserwillprobably allowincluded anglessignificantlygreaterthan 8
degrees.Successfulflow-fillingsofconicaldiffusershaving included anglesof 28
and even 90 degreesarereported inreference[9]by use ofdiscretescreenswithin
the diffuser,although a pressure drop penalty (on the order of Q) ispaid. A
generalprincipleseems to be that complete flow-fillingcan be achieved atany
diffuserangle by cancelingthe idealstaticpressure recoverywith appropriate
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flow resistance within the diffuser. After all, it is the adverse pressure gradient
of decelerating flow that causes boundary-layer separation in the first place.
Perhaps this idea is patentable in the context of Stifling engines? Anyway, _f
placing flow restrictions in the diffusers is too difficult, there are still beneficial
effects to be had [9] by merely having the regenerator flow resistance at the
extreme downstream end of the diffuser; although no quantitative guidelines
have been located to date.
If further analysis indicates that there is indeed a jetting problem in the re-
generator then it seems likely that the problem can be solved by flow diffueers.
However, to obtain precise diffuser design information will require either a com-
prehensive literature search and some luck or some careful analysis. Perhaps
the modeling of the diffuser-regenerator flow feld might eventually fall within
the capabilities of the MANIFEST computer program.
Cooler
The coolerisa tube-bundle design with the tubes in the form of a shallow U.
Again, tube count and length are reasonable and the swept volume ratiolow
enough that the distributionof heat flux isuniform along the length within
+35% indesign 3A.3.
At one point a finnedannular coolerconfigurationwas considered.In such
a design the cooleristhe finned inner surfaceof the pressurevesseland heat
passesthrough the pressurevesselwall by conduction to the finnedouter wall
and eventuallyto the coolant.The main advantage ofthisdesign ismechanical
integrity-- the coolercan be a monolithiccastingand the possibilityof leaks
at tube braze jointsiseliminated.However, the Achillesheelproved to be the
problem ofgettingthe rejectedheat through the pressurewallwithout excessive
temperature drop and associatedthermal stresses.As itturned out itcouldnot
be done within the constraintsof the high power densitysolarengine design.
Displacer Gap
There isgreatconfusioninthe Stiflingliteratureregardingthe lossesinthe dis-
placergap, however, they can be broadly classifiedasthermal (heat-flow)losses
and PV power loss.Heat-llowlosseswere approximated using the shuttle-heat-
transferformula givenby Rios inreference[8],and the PV lossusing a simple
formula derivedby Berchowits inreference[1].A proper analysisofthe losses
in the displacergap iseven more complicated than the analysisfor the main
Stiflingcycle itself.Most recently,Huang and Berggren [6]have developed a
computational solutiontothe appendix problem, however, no analyticformulae
are availablefrom that work and besides,they seem to lump thermal and PV
lossestogether. At any rate,alldisplacergap analysesstartout by assuming
the presence of a lineartemperature gradientalong the length ofthe displacer
and that the displacerhas a sealelement at the cold end of the gap.
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In the shuttlemechanism heat iscarriedby the moving displacerand alter-
natelypicked-up and deposited to the cylinderwall acrossthe gap. So long as
the longitudinaltemperature gradientcan be maintained the shuttlelossvaries
inverselywith the gap. Shuttleheat transferisrelativelyeasy to estimate and
the followingformula was used.
Qshuttte --
where
D
kg
/c,
L
Xa
6
AT
A
_a
O3
2L6 t
= Displacerdiameter
- gas conductivity
= solidconductivity
= Displacerlength
= Displaceramplitude {1/2 stroke)
= Radial gap
= Temperature difference
= 1 + (kg/k,)X/ao/i_,6_)
= ko/(pc); Solid thermal diffusivity
= angular frequency (rad/s)
For the solarengine the A parameter isvery closeto 1 which simplifiesthe loss
calculation.
The appendix PV power lossisdue to a sort-ofminature Stirringcyclein
oppositionto the main cycle. The motion of the displaceralong the cylinder
causes the gas in the gap to alternatelyheat-up and cool-down roughly 180
degreesout of phase with the main Stiflingcycle. Meanwhile, a compression
and expansion of the gas in the gap occurs because of the pressurewave im-
posed by the expansion space.The resultisa small heat pumping cyclein the
gap which tends to pump heat from the cold to the hot end {inoppositionto
the shuttleloss)and develops a negativePV power. Berchowit, [1]derivedthe
followingformula for the PV power loss,however, the greatnumber of simpli-
fyingassumptions used suggestthat itisvalidonly for an order of magnitude
estimate.
PV Loss = H - P°_a
where
P°eat = I/2(TrD6)Pa,np(wXa)sin(4)
II = -I/2(CpMwrXaT.)(I/x - cos(_b,.)/4)
and
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Cp = Gas specific heat
M = Mean gas mass in appendix
P_,.p = Expansion space pressure amplitude
= + (r.sin( ))2
rp = P_,,_p / mean pressure
r, = Xd/(2L)
Tz = Temperature gradient in appendix
= Expansion space pressure phase - Xd phase
Lan, r. coa(_}-r,
4',_ = arc_ I .,..(÷) J
The results of Tables 1 and 2 reflect the choice of an optimal displacer gap
as far as shuttle heat transfer and the appendix loss go. A small computer
program was written to calculate the shuttle loss and appendix PV power loss
over a range of gaps. The overaLl effect on efficiency was noted and the optimal
gap selected. In all cases a displacer active length of 150mm (6 in.) was assumed.
It turned out that the optimal gap was Mways about 0.001D.
7 Detailed Discussion of Scaling
The scalingprogram used for the solardesign isa generalpurpose toolwhich
can be customized to a particularapplication.Essentially,the scalingprogram
allowsthe user to definean arbitrarynumber N of scalingvariablesthat cor-
respond to scalingratiosfor the basicStiflingvariablesof interest.The user
then definesN arbitraryequalityconstraintswhich are functionsofthe scaling
variables.Each constraintC isrestrictedto the log-linearform (log(C)islinear
inthe variableslog(X_))
c =
where the Xi representthe scalingvariablesand the "Tiarbitraryexponents.
Scalingisaccomplished by solvIngforthe scalingvariabhs that simultaneously
satisfy all equality constraints.
For the case of the solar engine the scaling variables were the ratios of the
following parameters.
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Ve = Expansion space volume
P = Pressure
F = Frequency
Te = Hot temperature
r = Cold/hot temperature ratio
_: = Compression/expansion space swept volume ratio
a = Expansion - compression space phase angle
cr -- Expansion space/unswept volume ratio
Ar = Regenerator flow area
Gr = Regenerator foilgap
Lr = Regenerator length
ar = Regenerator flufactor
Nc = Cooler tube number
Dc = Cooler tube diameter
Lc -- Cooler length
Nh = Heater tube number
Dh = Heater tube diameter
Lh = Heater length
and the scalingconstraintswere ratiosof
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Ve = Expansion space volume
P = Pressure
F -- Frequency
Te -- Hot Temperature
r = Cold/hot temperature ratio
= Compression/expansion space swept volume ratio
a = Expansion - compression space phase angle
cy ----Expansion space/unswept volume
W = Power
VrVe = Regenerator vohme/Ve ratio
NTUr = Regenerator NTU
DPr = Regenerator flowdissipation/Powerratio
a, = Regenerator solid/gas heat capacity ratio
VcVe = Cooler volume/Ve ratio
NTUc = Cooler NTU
DPc = Cooler flowdissipation/Powerratio
VhVe = Heater volume/Ve ratio
NTUh = Heater NTU
DPh = Heater flowdissipation/Powerratio
Note that the variablesand constraintsare grouped into the categoriesof (1)
generalStifling,(2)regenerator,(3) coolerand (4) heater. It turns out that
due to the simplifiedform used forthe constraintsthat each grouping forms an
independent scalingsub-problem - that isitcan be solvedindependentlyofthe
othergroupings.
The generalStiflingcategory issomewhat special.Because of the design
guidelinesprovided by STC allof the variablesin the generalStirllnggroup
appear again as constraints in the constraints list. An extra constraint power
also appears. Since there are only 8 general Stifling variables, only 8 of the 9
constraints were used at any one time, although the selection varied depending
on the needs of the problem under consideration.
Scaling Trends
Scaling trends were established to quantify the effects on scaling variables of
independent variations in scaling constraints. These trends help to answer ques-
tions like: What happens to heat exchanger tube count and diameter if pressure
is increased? Although the trends are not universally valid, they are probably
relevant for any Stifling engines having turbulent-flow tubular heat exchang-
ers, laminar flow foil-type regenerators, and similar volume ratios and displacer
phasing to the STC solar engine.
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Pressure Frequency Vdead NTU Flow loss
0.91 0.91 1.08 1.0 1.0
P I.I0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
F 1.0 1.10 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
r 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
a 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.10 1.0 1.0
0.91 1.0 1.12 1.05 0.95
Gr 0.95 0.95 1.05 0.95 1.0
Lr 1.0 0.91 1._ 0.95 1.05
ar 1.10 1.0 0.91 1.0 1.0
Nc 0.93 1.18 1.03 1.32 0.89
Dc 0.99 0.92 1.05 0.89 1.03
Lc 1.00 0.91 1.05 0.95 1.05
Nh 0.93 1.18 0.02 1.32 0.89
Dh 0.99 0.92 1.05 0.89 1.03
Lh 1.00 0.91 1.05 0.95 1.05
Table 5: Scalingratiosforisolatedmultiplicationby I.I (10% increase)of: (i)
pressure,(2) frequency,(3) heat exchanger and regeneratorvolume/Ve ratios,
(4}heat exchanger and regeneratorNTU and (5}heat exchanger and regenerator
flowfrictiondissipation.Power isconstant in allcases.
Table 5 below givessome important scalingtrends in a condensed format.
The body ofthe tablecontainsscalingratiosfor the indicatedvariables.Each
column pertainstothe isolatedvariationofsome constraint(s)by ascalingfactor
of 1.1- allother constraintsare constant (multipliedby 1.0}.In allcasesVe
of the generalStirlingcategoryisallowedto float(not constrained).Column 1,
forexample, answers the question:What happens to the scalingvariableswhen
pressureismultipliedby a factorof1.1 (increaseby I0%).
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Appendix F
DESIGN DETAILS
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STABILIZER COMPONENTS
4130 STEEL
WEIGHT = 7.04 KG (15.5 LB)
l
-, /CLEARANCE SEAL
i / ,MAIN BEARING
CRANKPIN BEARING
TYPE)
TWO-PIECE SUDER BEARING
SQUEEZE FILM TYPE)
t
TUBE
, TIE BOLT
LOWER CAP (BAR)
FLAT SLIDER SURFACES
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INTERNAL HYDRAULIC LEAKAGE MAKEUP
t
EEF
|
(2700 PSI)
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ENGINE MODULEWEIGHTS
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
COMPONENT MATERIAL
HEATER TUBES
HEATER HEAD
REGENERATOR/SPOOL
COOLERTUBES
COOLERHOUSING
DISPLACER/DRIVE PISTON
MOVING COLD PLATE
FtAIN HOUSING
POWERPISTONS (2)
POWERHOUSINGS (2)
BUFFER ASSEMBLIES (2)
DRIVE HOUSING
LOWERHOUSING/COVER
SPEED CONTROL
SCOTCHYOKE/BALANCE
CG-27
XF-818
"300" ST. STL.
LOW C. STL.
CAST STEEL
INC 625/15-5PH
AM-350 ST. STL.
CAST STEEL
4340/1020 STL.
CAST STEEL
4130 STEEL
CAST STEEL
CAST STEEL
15-5PH STL.
4340 STL.
PRELIM. WEIGHT
KG
1.27
12.42
2.59
.23
14.78
4.90
.36
53.84
16.00
18.00
II .65
16.43
27.83
i .87
4.90
(LB.)
(2.8)
(27.4)
(5.7)
(.5)
(32.6)
(10.8)
(.8)
(118.7)
(35.2)
(39.6)
(25.7)
(36.2)
(61.3)
(4.1)
(io.8)
FINAL WEIGHT
BOLTS
SPRINGS
FLYWHEEL
STARTER
HYDRAULIC FLUID
PULSE DAMPERS (2)
FILTER
STEEL
STEEL
CAST STEEL
STEEL/ALUMINUM
MIL H-8446/ATF-F
STEEL/RUBBER
ST. STL.
8.01
i .48
(17.7)
KG
.81
7.33
2.59
.30
13.30
7.04
.36
53.84
20.16
22.68
13.10
12.32
27.83
i .87
7.04
10.41
SUPPORTCONE/RING
ENTRANCECONE
ABSORBERDOME
AFT DOME
SUPPORT TUBE
(3.3) 1.92
- 4.08
- 3.20
- 3.22
- 7.25
- 4.54
ENGINE SUBTOTAL 196.56 (433.2) 225.19
INSULATION
INSULATION SHELL
LIQUID METAL
HEAT
"300" ST. STL.
"300" ST. STL.
"300" ST. STL.
"300" ST. STL.
"300" ST. STL.
CEREWOOL(8 PCF)
ALUMINUM
SODIUM/POTASSIUM
TRANSPORT SUBTOTAL
36.32
2.41
6.36
5.13
ii .35
i0.21
31.10
4.09
24.52
95.17
GRANDTOTAL 1320.36
(LB.)
(1.8)
(16.2)
(5.7)
(.7)
(29.3)
(15.5)
(.8)
(118.7)
(44.4)
(49.9)
(28.8)
(27,2)
(6t.3)
(4.1)
(15.5)
(22.9)
(4.3)
(9.0)
(7.0)
(7.1)
(16.o)
(lo.o)
(496.2)
(5.3)
(14.o)
(11.3)
(25.o)
(22.5)
(68.5)
(9.0)
(54.o)
(209.6)
(705.8)
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Appendix G
HEATERTUBESTRESSEVALUATION
Heater Tube Stress Analysis
The heater tubes are subjected to fluctuating internal pressure of 2,600
± 397 psi. The candidate material is CG-27with the following properties at
700°C.
% = 45,000 psi 60,000 hr creep rupture strength
E = 20.0 x 106 psi
A preliminary evaluation indicates the critical failure modewill be creep
rupture. Fatigue does not appear to be critical although further evaluation
should be madein the next design phase for low cycle fatigue in startup and
shutdown, and high cycle fatigue in the normal operating mode. A first order
stress analysis follows.
Hoop stress is given by: oh = PDm/2t
where oh = hoop stress
P = Pressure
Dm = mean tube diameter
t = tube wall thickness
Applying this relationship and allowing 0.0015 inches per year material
loss results in a hoop stress o = 24,700 psi. This includes a 1.5 factor
applied to the nominal operating pressure. The margin of safety is
M.S. = (45,000/24,700) - 1 = 0.82 (in addition to 1.5 load safety factor)
First cycle thermal stress is calculated as a measure of the severity of
this type loading. While a rigorous analysis would include a consideration
of ratcheting, it appears that sufficient relaxation will occur that thermal
stress will not be an overriding problem, although some accounting of it
should be made. The beneficial effect of relaxation is discussed further.
First cycle thermal stress is calculated as follows.
The temperature gradient across the tube wall is given by
AT = qoln(Do/Di)/2 _k
where qo = radical heat flux/unit tube length
Do and Di = tube O.D° and I.D.
k = thermal conductivity
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Stress is given by
aT = (1/2)_ _TE
where _ = coefficient of thermal expansion
E = modulus of elasticity
for qo = 504 BTU/hr-in
(263 in 2 tube area and 75 Kw heat load)
k = 1.05 BTU/hr °F in
A = 10.6 x 106 in/in °F
aT = 2,140 psi
These stress levels are considered satisfactory for initial sizing. An
estimate was made of the rate of relaxation of heater tube thermal stress
over the 60,000 hour life. The approach is very approximate in that
relaxation of only the outer fiber was considered. The restraining effect
of adjacent inner fibers, stressed less highly and thus relaxing at a slower
rate, was not considered.
The initial stress differential assumed to be 7,600 psi with a corresponding
.038% strain. Creep rate was from Figure A-7 of Appendix A, for CG-27.
Relaxation was allowed in tenative steps of 10,000 hours. The tenative
process is tabulated in Table G-I. with dimensional and stress relaxation
plotted in Figure G-I.
A true assessment of the effect of thermal gradient on the tube stress levels
is a very complex problem complicated further by 20,000 cycles of startup
and shutdown.
During steady state operation the tube experiences a fluctuating pressure
stress. The OD of the tube is at a higher temperature than the ID causing
a thermal stress gradient of tension at the ID and compression at the OD.
The relaxation throughout the tube wall is not uniform because of the varying
stress level, which is dependent not only upon the thermally induced stress
but also, and probably mainly, on the pressure stress. The restraint and
interaction between successive fibers is not easily determined.
A further complication comes with startup and shutdown. On cooling, the
tube OD (which had thermally induced compressive stress components at
138
temperature) will go into tension. If stress concentration or notch
sensitivity develops due to intergranular corrosion, low cycle fatigue could
becomea problem with startup and shutdown cycling. This question should
be addressed in follow up work.
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Table G-I
STRESS RELAXATION ANALYSIS
TIME
INCREMENT
(i0,000 HRS.) % RELAXATION
RESIDUAL STRESS RESIDUAL
STRAIN RELIEF STRESS HOURS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
- .0380 - 7,600 0
.013 .0250 2,600 5,000 10,000
.004 .0210 800 4,200 20,000
.0025 .0185 500 3,700 30,000
.002 .0165 400 3,300 40,000
.0017 .0148 340 2,960 50,000
.0015 .0133 300 2,660 60,000
140
IDUAL STRESS
.038%
_'STRAIN RELAXATION
f
10 20 30
q ! !
40 50 60
TIME (1000 HRS)
Figure G-I. Stress and Strain Relaxation
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Appendix H
HYDRAULIC MOTOR RELIABILITY
Plant uses
53 hydraulic motors--
no motor downtime
in 2'/2 years
SANITATION& MAINTENANOE
ROBLRTLUKARIS,General Manager
Cut & ReadyFoods
KARLROBE,
Associate Editor
Small hydraulic motor (arrow) me of 53
at Cut and Ready Foods, ru;L, vertical
elevator. SimHarmotor mddrive
operale_ _ianch_,r
NEW SOLUTIONS OF PLANT PROBLEMS ]
PHOBLEM: Frc(Hmnt washdowns and
splay c]ealfin_ of tr.oduct and equipment in
a p(;tah_ t)r,,ces:;in_.i plant make it a difficult
environment for electrical equipment,
Sh+wting arid ,.hock hazards require extra
;n e(.,a_tions.
Cut and ready ! _,o(1_, subsidiary of De]
\lcmte C{)rp., w, ,ted to minimize shock
hazards as wtd] as t]owntime from motol
failure when buildil g their plant at San Lo-
renzo, Calif.
SOLUTION: The 5:3 motors driving con-
veyors, ereva{,n's, sorting behs, an'd
processing eqml)mt,]_t are hydraulic. The._'
are diiv'en by hydraulic fluid continuously
ci,-eu late(l } r(;m a central pumping_stati,}_ m
the {'r]_i;_{. Io{_m. Hlec't;icad (:{m_p(,_wr]ts :_re
tim_ i',o]atcd fr, na pro<:essin_ areas.
FJ,'t, 5fl hi:. ,']e<trJ¢ in,lt,ns drix(' a selies
,i ', ;_iMIll,' ' _ali'" l(', ( _}!aMg',nl p]essure
l_mni;s :'_,_'P <I,ae, I;tl, an(t I)hot¢l) Plmll}s
,He ,.alw type will a "walking rinf' that re-
',¢ { } ] X" { " V ID. x_t,;, s Ifface durin_ use to dis-
l:ibut{! yam' wear ,'qually, and thus extend
p_:ml_ lifP b_,tu,_'e: _ver]_aols. A ._eparate in-
line filter ccn_tinu,msly removes particles
];tlg_?l" t]l_ll_ l0 Inic _}ns
Thre{? pipeline:, and manifolds deliver
ituid t,> m(}t{}r_ i_ processing rc}om. There
a_e t_o _ctttru li]{s. Each small hydraulic
]43
U,",.ILCI/ I'_7P, • FOOl'} PNOClqS,qlNG
Gear Reduction
Direct Drive
Hydreuli_otor
"e'ie''IY Dr,veA___J
(Torque
Limit)
/ /
Pressure
Header
\
Equipment
k.
,,oogs,. Ve,../  °i servo,.
/ ,_N__2", _ :----I SOhp
-_ J___::_ _MJ Electric
"-4
=:i:;i=-,
Igo Mi:;::u s }Filter V;n; :r_,;P_; psi
Motor
Typical hydraulic r:,otor driven equipment
layout. No chain., _r sprockets to adjust,
lubricate, or protect
motor and rugged geal !eduction drive unit
mounts directly to sh;,_ of driven equip-
ltlent.
Rotary hydraulic mo:_rs are a unique de-
parture from conve_ ,tional piston-and-
cylinder design..Movir4: fluid drives an re-
biting Kerotor mechansm which converts
fluid power h) rotal'V p¢)wel,
Sexelal inlwrent hx'drallli_ [caturc_
l,_xidc huiibiu _*,nt_,dthat '._.uld require
high t_,rqm, arc, achiev,,l simp]y I_ adillst
ing a pressure cmnpc; satinK flmv contro]
_alve in the hydraulic .inc to or tr.m each
individual motor. Control valves are self-
contained, pressure cor.lpensated flow eon-
trol units which vary inflow (or outflow) to
preset rate regardless of change in line
pressure. Valves requir' no solenoids, wir-
ing, auxiliary air or pno matics. Speed is ad-
justed simply by turning knurled knob.
Cushioned aceeleratkm and deceleration
are inherent in a pro2erly designed hy-
draulic system. \Vhela fluid flow is shut off
to stop equipment, back pressure dampens
forward motim_ of gew" mntor, effectively
slnv+,thing d+:celeratio_..
Vdhcn equipl.wut inn=x, ]lydraulic motor
stal_s against a Rl'eate'_ than normal load or
co.t,dertorquc. By placing a pressure relief
xiib c in t},' ]Jilt.. tt,+wine: fluid automatically
bYt,asscs m_k. _',[i_'_ _L,m'ltettorque gets
t_,_ higll l_li. ;_),,,t,'rlt torque' limiting
I'll K'\ l'llt_, Iikilli;t_t _:1 i I'd )_tll' _il/d gears
allt;:nMitilllv Ii1 i}i:' (Aft ,rod Beady hy-
i¢ iI pltllll), Jl, t l'Ii{l;ll (qli_llle r(R'lTl have a
t_Imllle, }-Iilt-i!i, ,wlt-rojZtalatillv, contlnl de-
_iv.t_ that air, _,,d,a,_,> nccA f_. elal,_tratc aC-
('('_,MI] V C'()lltl ,IJN.
RESULTS: There has _mt been a ploduction
qmldox_n due to motor failure in over 21_
x e:tl s Ih eviovsly, several electric motors
woul,t fail each year. causing downtime and
_epltcement expense rmming into thou-
sands of dollars, (Because tiffs was a new
phul, comparison cannot hc nmde with
<,peli tion at old siW.)
A:_t_m_atic t.rque Iimitin5¢ has saved
,_:_,_ I.,ns f'urmcrly :q)m_t c]e:uingjammed
,',lqt [,IDI'III l) it llldC}lJH(' Ill (()liVC\()I jams
IllP\\, i[ (1¢11% lilt tllltht'l hilt/l) }3f_calllV, e lno-
t_. I,,i> :,/_t,_l:=litidlx ()pcn_.t_r then shut;
_1t ,,I tfi_v,, o! 1,' ,;:_ _,.x¢'¢_,' it r,, flee iam
\_,",_'_1 ;l ialtl i_)L',l,'_:,_ '' 12,r;ld',la]]y, i/S
_,'_11('1t ;I COllt,'C_,;U })CII st;illS to _et ¢)llt (if
aliglmwnt, addition:d friction slows motor,
giving operator adva_ce warning of failure.
Motors themselves give advance warning of
impcqdi,g failure by slowing down. This al-
lows motor to be removed during non-oper-
ating horn's for repair, without lost produc-
tion lime.
Only major preventive maintenance
,ecd,.d is to check condition of oil filter el-
cry q months and to add replacement oil to
vese w_i,-. Yearly lab tests show no degrada-
tion of hydraulic oil. which has not yet
req, _Ied iel_lacemcnt.
}'i dlil_nl<.nl c]ealmu.{ i_ nl_w safer, SJlTI-
ph'I ,oi<l la':t,'l.\lot<* ,_an he h,_sed
Ji_' h 'aitl..it _p,'cial l_re(_al_flion_ against
slll)ik _It ll)<_tor dallla_O, Electrical c'ompo-
nents are housed i_i separate room, tended
by experienced persgnnel,
C.st of basic hydraulic motor system plus
installation is roughly same as one using
comparable, totally enclosed, fan-cooled
drive, fixed speed electric motors. Cost will
be slightly higher than system using stan-
dard open, drip-p,'oof, fixed speed electric
moto.'; and up to 20-305l; less than electric
systems using more elaborate variable drive,
gear-head mot_,vs with dynamic braking and
torque limiting options, according to survey
ma(t by Cut and Ready about three years
ago.
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Variable volume pumps, electric motors, and oil reservoir are in separate room
,Cliar-Lqun Orhit'_ high torque rutar[/ h!l-
draulic .l_tors arc manu[act_red
Corp., t:luid P_tver Die., 15151 llighu'ay 5,
Eden Prairie, Minn. 55343 and are described
in (;at II-811.
Circle 277 oppoaitc last page.
flgdrautic drive swstem and gear reduction
units were designed and installed hg PTE
Corp., 1.345 N. lOth St., San ]ose, Calif.
95112.
Circle 278 oppo,sqte last page.
Variable t;ohtme, pres.s'ure compen.satirzg
vane p'mlt)s with "walking ring" vane hous-
ing are pr(_ducts of Contin(,ntal Hgdraulics,
Sacagc, Minn. 5537& Bul IID-264 dr-
scrit)es pumps.
Circle 279 opposite last page.
Notes on hydraulic motor systems
When high surge loads are encoun-
tered, with peaks 20 per cent above
normal load, a stall condition results.
Torque limiting feature has advantages
mentioned in article. When stall occt_rs
and conveyor or equipment stops, .l-
coming product continues to pile up until
infeed conveyors and equipment _re
stopped. If this is regular problem, eve'-
load sensors should be installed. Stalls
have not been much of a problem at Cut
and Ready.
A central hydraulic pumping system is
not economical if used to replace an
existing electrical system and motors. In
existing plants,'if hydraulics are used to
replace outmoded electrical systems, or
in critical areas, individual pumping sys-
tems should be installed close to hy-
draulic motors.
Range of equipment on wilich supplier
of hydraulic system at Cut and Ready has
applied hydraulic motor drives is from
one rev/hr to 1800 rpm, with majority up
to 1800 rpm. Above 1800 rpm, larger diam
oil lines or higher oil pressure [or both)
are needed to get adequate amount of oil
through motor to maintain high torques
Two motors ,m silver remover machines
withstand reqular washdowns with high
pressure water
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NASA LEWIS DISCLAIMER
LEGAL NOTICE: This report was prepared by Pioneer Engineering
and Manufacturing Company as an account of work sponsored by the
NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA). Neither NASA, member of
NASA, or any person acting on behalf or either:
a. Makes any warranty or representation,express or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the
information contained in this report, or that the use or any
apparatus, method, or process disclosedin this report may not
infringe privately owned rights;or
bl Assumes any liabilitywith respect to the use, or for damages
resulting from the use, of any information, apparatus, method,
or process disclosed in this report.
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NASA Lewis is engaged in extensive solar stiflingresearch. This cost exercise is one
element in a competitive proposed design effort. The costing contractor and the design
contractor interacted at the concept level in an effort to assure that manufacturing
designs were a product of the exercise.
_Manufaeturing Cost"
_Purehase Cost"
The sum of material, labor and burden cost in the manufacture of
both a specific item or total assembly.
The purchase cost including inbound freight and handling for specific
components at the O.E.M. level in quantities deemed prudent for a
given annual manufacturing volume.
IlL _ltlbllff_ S'tsteme_';
I
o_ FORM 27: (C-TD
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RESEARCH SUMMARY
Title
Contractor
Principle
]nvestigators
Objeetive
Results
Cost Analysis For Stifling Technology 25 KW Solar Drive Electrical
Generator As Forecast Utilizing Pareto's Law
Pioneer Engineering & Manufacturing Company, Research & Develop-
ment Division
M. Stewart, W. Jackson,
R. Osen, R. Heitsch
To analyze cost by functional groupings for competitive comparison.
This costing technique to utilizePareto'sLaw, where deemed applicable.
I0,000 units per annum was the given volume.
AREAS OF COMPARISON
M.T.I. S.T.C.
Receiver Shell
Arteries
Wicking
Stirling Engine With
Vibration Assembly
Linear Alternator
RECEIVER
Receiver Shell
Reflux Boiler
CONVERSION SYSTEM
S tirlingEngine
POWER GENERATION
Hydraulic Output
and Generator
POWER CONDITIONING AND CONTROLS
Temperature Sensors
Accelerom eters
Auto Transformer
Tuning Capacitors
Radiator
Fan and Driver
Water Pump and Driver
A UXIL IARIES
Filter 2/10 Micron
IsolationValve
Fan and Driver
Pump and Driver
Radiator
This device was processed and costed from dimensioned layouts and
detaildrawings. Tolerances were, in most eases, given by the design
contractor. Where toleranees were not given, discussions with the
design contractor were held and tolerances were assigned. Where
exotic materials were encountered, availabilitywas deemed to be
market driven and the assumption that there would be adequate capacity
available. All manufacturing processes considered are current state-of-
the-art and do not reflect any forecast outreach. Final costs, as
estimated by Pioneer, are based upon Pareto's Law which basically
states that 20% of the major items constitute 80% of the whole.
Identical approaches were taken on the competitive designs.
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Technical
Approach
Components were analyzed for complexity and 20% of the total detail
were selected to be cost representative, utilizingPareto's Law. These
selected components were detailprocessed and costed utilizingPioneer's
computerized asset center costing method. Verbal and written dialogues
were maintained with design contractors. Total costs were generated
utilizing Pareto's Law and these cost reflect Michigan labor and
material cost as we know for the year 1986. Extrapolations were
made to reflect 1984 cost as well
1S1
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25
_ _" _""_ T'_"T P__ __ .... _ -e,_
KW(E) SOLAR STIRLING HYDRAULIC ENGINE
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN LAYOUT
r"
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STIRLING TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
STAND ALONE COST ANALYSIS
As an adjunct to the base study, Pioneer was requested to summarize a cost of the
STC unit as a stand alone unit for direct comparison to the MTI unit. The following
summary reflects our costing. A quotation schedule isincluded to show the development
of our cost. There was not time for factory negotiated prices,so an average of 55%
off listwas used as a basic assumption. The component selection was done by STC.
We have included dealer quoted prices and the STC estimates in our quotation schedule
for comparison.
LIST -55%
Area #3 $6,529.96 $2,938.48
Area #5 $2,048.99 $ 922.05
All summaries include cost developed from the quotation study in Areas 3 and 5, where
applicable.
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RTG021 PROJECT- IJ
VOLUfE- 10,000 PAH - 40
CO_=ONE_T DESC - TRUNCATED OTY
TOOLING WEIBHT
2 ASSY RECEIVER !
VEND_R 14.0 60.496B
I AFEF;TUREPLATE I
VEV:?_ _ ",+.C 7,4451
3 SUPPOF,T TUBE RECEVEE' I
VEND?; 7.C, 15.000{,
PIONEERENGINEERINS
BILL OF MATERIALWITH COST 44.43
DESC - ASSY AREA ! ! RECEIVER
MATERIAL LAB MIN LADDR$ BURDEN SCRAP
85.97 17.19 3.BIV .00
M 7.51
9.69 5.25 1.15V .00
M 4.74
21.53 6,57 1.46V ,00
M 3.63
PAGE I
B7110i!6
VENDOR
MARK-UPTOT COST
.00
.97 .00 9B.26*
.00
.16 .00 15,74*
.00
,v, O0 26.89i
.,&.l
COMPONBNTTOTALCOST 62.9419
23,0
,-,...,.M,,L'%,. ..,
.(:
I17.19 29.01 6,42V .00
M 15.88
,00 117.19
1.40 .00 140.89
.OO . O0 .00V .00 .00 . O0
M .00 .00 .0C .00
TOTALCCST _2.9_!9 117.19
4,51Q.?0(i
29.01 6.42 V .00 .00 117,19
15.8S 1.40 .00 14[_.B9
TOOLINS
EOUiPMENT
ORIGINAL PACE Ig
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RTG02! PROJZCT- lJ
VOLUME- 10,000PART- 2
COKPONENTDESC- TRUNCATED_TY
TOOLIKG WEIGHT
2-A ABSORBERRECEVEF: I
VENDOR 6.0 22.096B
2-B AFT _OME RECEVEF: 1
VENDO_ 5.0 3B.40C,O
ORIGINAL PAGE
OE POOR QUALITY.
PIDEER ENS;REERINS
BILL Cr MATERIAL_ITH COST
DESC- ASSYRECEIVE_
E_TERIAL L_ _iK
31.37 2.02
54.60 2,07
44.43
LABO_I BUF:DE_ SCRAP
.46_ .00 .00
M i.SB ,33
.4BV .OCI .0(!
1.59 .57
PAGE 1
BI/ivJ_6
VENDOF:
MAF,K-UP TCT COST
.00 33,74*
.(i0 _,._24
COMPONEHTTOTALCOST _(,,_$6_
11.0
ASSEMBLYCOST
3.0
E5.97 4.09
.00 I.,,:(
TOTALCOST 60,496S SE._7 17.!9
TOOLI_L_ i_.(i
.Q4V .00 .00 _ c-7
3.17 ._0 .00 90,9S
" (_" V:.,j .00 .00 .00
_, 4.34 .07 .00 7,2S
_,Sl V .(!0 .00 _,97
_, 7.5_ o'; ,OC, qE ....,-'G
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FIOIiEEREH.qiPEERI_.
' I [" _MA!,UFACTURINE.COSTANALY.,I._ J2,15
VOLU_E- I0,000
FART @- 2-k
F/A- !
_ESC-ABSORBE_RECEVER UPS-
OPEF: OPERATIOKDESCRIPTIOt,
EQUIF M ST[, LAB COST
P _IN LAB RATE
OCC H_S BURDENBURDE_ VAR _,rnCT
R_,: COST MFG COST
O_r,J
,n ,O00{i V ,O0B_. .0 .(:2{I .0003
.2.X57 _ 29.C!4
•0000
.00_7
,O00C:
•0(:87
Of0
BC2 1.0 .020 .(!0_7 .000:,V .(iC: ,0000 .0{,00
.2357 _ B.2.17 ,0247 .C294
{!20
. . F'6,%7ESB 1.0 2.0::0 .45_6 .0.:3:V .On .0000 .(, ,....
.22_5 _ 46.5: 1.5494 2.0090
PASE 1
B7/IC,;I:
TOqLI_,:
i, 0
AN_AL REO-
MA: CODE -
COSTILB
SCP_PFA: -
ROUS_WT
FINALkT -
I0,0(!CI LAB HIIi-
ST/STL ECCN YR-LOC LABORS -
1.400 FT TYPE - VEHDO: BUEDEKV-
].0_ MARiI-UPFAC- 0.0% BURDE_M-
22.m047 MAF:_-UP - .(_C>::iSCRAP -
2..J%.B OTHER - .000 _ATERIAL-
2.0200
.4645
.0000
I.SB2@
.3341
3].3666
TOOL I(i00
TUTh_VAR
TOTAL_cB
33.74TB
::3.747E:
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RT601I PROJECT- IJ
PIO_EE_E_._,.EE,_.
MANUFACTURIR_.0.,, AS_I:I.
VOLU_E- I0,000
PART I- 2-B
P/A- I
rr _PDESC- AFT DOME RE_._.R UPG-
OFEF: OPERATIONOESCRIPTIO_
EgUIF M STD LAB COST
P MIN LA_ RATE
OCF.HRS
32.15
005
[-:L_RDENBUF:D=NVA_,COST
EATE COST _FG COST
•0000
•0082
(If0
EL2 .0 .020 .0000 .0003V .O0
,0000
.{,.4,
020
BC2 1.0 ,020 .0047 .0003V .00
.z.,J/ M :_.17
030
.0000
,OOS7
,0000
,0294
_')t7E5B 1,0 2,000 .4596 ,0333V .00 ,OOO0 . OJO
229E _ zi _" 1.5194 2.0090• .d? ,
19B 1.0 .050 ,0107 ,000BV .00 ,0000 .0000
.,_4, K 0114 .0221
TOOLINS
,0
5,0
.0
,0
ANNUALREQ-
_AT CODE
COST/LB
SCRAPFAC -
RDUBH WT
FIMALWT
IO,O00 LAB MI_ -
BT/STL ECO_ YR-LDC LAEOF:$ -
1,400 PT TYPE - VEK_OR BU_DE_V-
1.0% MA_i-U_FAC- 0.0% B_ZE_ K-
39.0020 MAgi-UP .OOCIO BCFz_'
38.4000 OTHE_ .000 _LTER!AL-
2.0700
9_r,
.0000
1,5942
.5667
54.L028
TOOL $000
TOT_ VAR
TOTALMFP,
5, (!
57.2_@7
7._._,7
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RT_014
VOLUME-
PART#- 3
OPER
0O5
OIO
020
030
040
050
PROJECT- IJ
PIONEERENGINEERING
MANJFACTURINGCOSTANALYSIS
10,0{!0 P/A- I
DESC-SUPPORTTUBERECEVER
OPERATIONDESCRIPTION
EQUIP M 5TD LAB COST
P _iN LAB RATE
OCC HRS
UPS-
BURDENBURDE_
RATE COST
VAR COST
MFG COST
8L2 .0 •020 .OOO0 .0003V •00 .OO00 .O000
.2357 M 29.04 ,0087 .OOET
BS2 1.0 •020 .0047 ,0003V .00
.2357 M 82.17
,0000 .O00O
,0247 .0294
7ESB !.0 2.000 .45% .0333V .00 •O000 .O000
.2298 M 46.53 1.5494 2,0090
.04i7V .00 •0000 ,0000
M ,.... 1.3782_ 05 1.9220
.0:33V •00
M I_•81
7UI I•0 z.(,C<i .4.,7v
.2185
,OOC,B V ,00
" 20
198 ! r, .G:'; 0_07
.214(;
.O00C .000(,
,65W I.0:_7
,0600 .0000
•0114 .(,_I
PAGE I
87/I011_
TOOLING
.0
5.0
.0
].0
4 _',
•0
ANNUALREQ-
MAT CODE -
COSI/LB -
SCRAPFAC -
ROUGH WT -
FINALWT -
I0,000
ST/ETL
1,400
1.01
15.3770
15.0000
ECON I_-LOC
PT TYFE - VENDOR
MARK-_ FAC- O.OX
MARK-UP .0000
OTHER - .000
LAB MIN -
LABOR$ -
BURDENV-
BURDENM-
SCRAP -
MATERIAL-
6.5700
1.4_8
.0000
3._321
.2662
21.5278
TOOL _000
TOTALVAR
TOTALMFB
7.0
26.8819
26,8819
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RIS(,21
VOLUME-
COM_'O_ENT
4
VENDOR
5
VENDDR
0
VE_O_
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PIONEZEEKS:FIZE_iNG
P_DJECT- 10 BILLGF _ATERIAL_ZT_ S_S' ]2,1S
lO,OOClPART - 60 DZS_ - AESYAqEA#2 r_',¢_::nh'_u_._._, VE_D_:,
TOOLING WEIGHT
HEATE_HEAD I i_4.393 3,B5 ,BGV .00 ,00
S,O 53.24B5 _ 2.G7 IB.EE .00 Ig07.0!>*
REGENERATOR I0 4_.5_0 2,4:1! ,GC'i .(0 .00
27,0 2.1500 _ 3._(' 4._ .00 44!.8B
DOME-DISPLACER I 7_.7B5 c_.](, .6:, .00 .{,C
I0.0 7.7000 _ 2.5Q .E_ ,0(' e3,8_*
IO BAFFLE _ .216 .24 ,(;cV .0(' .(,C
VENDOR 5,0 ,]ObB _ .36 .(!C .00 .63
1: COLDPLATE-DISPLACEF, L _.TS.q ! := .3_f .r> ,
9 ,"_0 _, . ..._VEKZ,": .0 ....4. " _ ; ,OE .C:,'_ _.."_+
VEKDO_
.... 0, 1 . .. Z.(% ._Sw .0(' r';
.0 3,3099 r J.29 .0: .00 6. iS
Ii.5 61,81% _ , c,, ._ .(,}• ,0... ZS,6_ *
I_ P_WE::CYLINDER 2 ..._.'"_= :.Z_ 2.('2. ,T(, .r;,
VE_COR 2.0 _7.22L( • B.2Z ,Z: .C.: 41.1! *
!7
_OWc: FISTOK 2 _" _' _,0_ _ x?......... _ ',.. ,O! ,C_
2.0 32.974(I " 5,4_ ._ .(!_ 33.7t
IB PUMPHOUSING [ 27.4_4 ]_.!0 L17, .,t'r .,,_,,"
V:Nau: ,0 31.7776 " 1! "_9 I'--'I .'.rr_ 42,9_*
VENDOR
2O
VENDOR
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ASSET CENTER
MANUFACTURING COSTING METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in the development of manufacturing costs by Pioneer follows
typical estimating procedures used in the auto industry. The specific approach is the
application of burden and labor rates for each piece of equipment, or type of operation.
This is labeled an "Asset Center Costing Methodology".
Some costing methodologies use department wide or plant wide burden rates. The
later rates are average rates and do not reflect the costs of a specific operation. A
particular operation may be the most expensive, or least expensive, in a department,
or plant. A design may require a series of operations that are all above the "average"
and therefore, an analysis conducted in this manner can be significantly above that of
the "real" costs of producing a part.
The following paragraphs discuss the methodology in detail Pioneer has developed
computer programs utilizing micro-computers for the process and cost analyses.
However, for clarification, the initial paragraphs describe an operation sheet used for
manual process analysis. Later paragraphs discuss the current computerized version.
INITIAL EVALUATIONS
Manufacturing engineers analyze the part or assembly and list each of the manufacturing
processes, or operations required to complete the fabrication cycle from the raw
material to the finished product.
DETAILED PROCESSING AND COST ESTIMATING
Process engineers and cost estimators, under the direction of manufacturing engineers,
conduct a detailed process and cost analysis for each part and assembly. All information
developed during this analysis is recorded on the form shown in Figure 1. A Process/Cost
Sheet is made out for each part and subassembly. The results are summarized to
obtain the total assembly cost.
Two costs can be developed in this process, variable cost and manufacturing cost. The
variable cost contains only those costs associated with the manufacture of the part
or assembly. Manufacturing cost consists of the variable cost plus fixed burden costs.
An example of the process and cost estimating process shown in Figure 1 is discussed
in the following paragraphs. This is a process sheet for forming a bumper face bar.
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The process sheet entries include all operations, from straightening the sheet steel to
the final forming of the bumper.
The column headings and other items of interest on the process sheet are:
• @PER (Upper left corner) Each operation iscoded in thiscolumn. For this part
•VOL
OP/A
•REQ
• OPERATION DESCRIPTION
• TYPE OF EQUIPMENT
• M/P
@PCS/HR
MINS
• LABOR COST
RATE
• OCC. HOURS
• BURDEN RATE
seven distinct operations are required and are coded
I0 through 70.
The production volume at which the items are being
costed.
The number of pieces per assembly of the particular
part being costed.
The number of pieces per year required of the piece
being costed. It is a product of VOL (Volume Per
Year) and P/A (Pieces Per Assembly).
Each distinctoperation is described.
Capital Equipment employed in each operation.
Number of men required for each operation.
PCS/HR isthe pieces produced per hour per operation.
MINS is the minutes per piece to process one piece
through each operation.
LABOR COST is the direct labor dollars per piece.
LABOR RATE is the direct labor dollarsper minute
(includingfringes).
The time, in hours, that it takes to process the part
through the operation. For example, if the production
rate is 400 pieces per hour, the occupancy hours is
one hour divided by 400 pieces per hour or .0025 hours
per piece.
There are two burden rate entries, %'" for Variable
Burden Rate and "M" for Manufacturing Burden Rate.
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OBURDEN COST
OVAR COST
MFG COST
ODIE MODELS
OTOOLING
eMATERIAL
OTOOLING COST SUMMARY
"V" (Variable Burden Rate) includes Set-Up Costs,
In-Bound Freight, Perishable Production Tools, and
other Miscellaneous Costs that vary with volume
changes. "M" (Manufacturing Burden Rate) includes
Variable and Fixed Burden. Fixed Burden covers Taxes,
Insurance, Depreciation on Capital Equipment and
Building, Maintenance Costs that do not vary with
volume. See Figure 5 for a more definitive list of
burden factors for both variable and fixed.
Per piece burden cost is calculated by multiplying
each burden rate by the occupancy hours.
VAR COST is the variable burden plus direct labor
cost. MFG COST is the cost of each operation
including direct labor, variable burden, and fixed
burden.
Unique die models required for each operat;on.
Dies, fixtures and other special tooling required for
each operation. Tooling and equipment costs are
summarized in the lower middle section.
Material is noted and cost calculated in the special
box located on the lower left corner of the sheet.
Column headings in this area are self explanatory.
The type of material is determined in several ways;
i.e.,by specificationon drawing, by chemical analysis,
by contacting appropriate technical personnel respon-
siblefor material selection. Once the correct material
specification is obtained appropriate sources are con-
tacted to obtain the cost per pound of the material
in the form and quantity required to produce the part.
The total tooling cost for a given part is summarized
in the lower middle section of the Process/Cost Sheet.
The tooling cost is reported as a lump sum, leaving
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ePART OR ASSEMBLY COST
SUM MARY
specific amortization up to the client. Tooling is an
expense item and may be amortized in the year of
use. Competitive economics, however, may preclude
thismove, so that a more extended amortization period
may be used. Since this is a variable subject to the
client'smarketing strategy,toolingamortization is not
a standard entry on these sheets. As a general rule
the automotive firms amortize major tools and dies
over a three year period. Pioneer has reported con-
sumer costs which include the amortized tooling cost,
usually in summary documents, if requested by the
client.
The lower middle section summarizes cost of equip-
ment, equipment installationand freight,and the cost
of allpieces of equipment required to mee_ the produc-
tion schedule. For instance,if the annual requirement
is 300,000 units,and the shops works two shifts(4000
hours, or 250 days times 16 hours per day),the planning
rate of production per operation is 93 units per hour
(300_000 divided by .8, inherent delay factor), and if
4,000
the equipment selected for the particular process can
only produce 50 pieces per hour it is assumed that
two such processes, or pieces of equipment, will be
installed to meet the schedule.
Costs for producing the part are totaled in the lower
right _de of the form. The entries are:
TOTAL VARIABLE LABOR AND BURDEN; direct
labor plus variable burden.
TOTAL MANUFACTURING LABOR AND BURDEN;
direct iabor, variable burden and fixed burden.
MATERIAL; total material cost.
SCRAP; an allowance for scrap based on experience.
(% of Vat. Cost)
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MARKUP; since this is a part involving inter-divisional
transfer, a markup is included.
TOTAL VARIABLE COST; the sum of items (a), (c)
and (d).
TOTAL TRANSFER COST{ the sum of (b), (c) (d) and
(e). This part is obviously a very high material
sensitive .part since approximately 70% of the
transfer cost is reflected in the cost of steel
All sub-assembly and finalassembly cost will also be developed on these process sheets.
A work flow chart illustratingthe methodology used to build up assembly cost is
presented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 presents a flow diagram of the cost build up from basic cost items through
consumer cost_
COST METHODOLOGY VIA COMPUTER PROGRAM
To permit more expeditious data processing, Pioneer uses a computer program to make
all of the calculations discussed above.
Using the computer requires that the manufacturing engineer process the part being
costed, select the equipment required, and define the operation cycle time. Figure 4
illustratesthe Process/Cost Sheet prepared by the manufacturing engineer for the
computer method. Note the equipment code specified for each operation. From this
information the computer selects the appropriate labor and burden rates, as well as
equipment costs. Using the specific cycle time, indicated manpower level and the
equipment code, the computer calculates the labor cost, occupancy hours, variable
burden, and manufacturing burden. It is also programmed to determine the multiples
of a given machine required for an operation to produce the required number of pieces
per hour. This is particularlyimportant where costs are determined for a series of
different production rates, where a process may not change from one rate to another,
but only one machine may satisfy the requirement instead of two at a greater
requirement. The scrap material costs are computed and the total cost is calculated.
Use of the computer permits error free accumulation of the total cost of a product,
eliminating manual build up of sub-assembly to final assembly costs. Other cost data
manipulations and extractions are possibleusing the computer which are cost prohobitive
if attempted manually.
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BURDEN RATE DERIVATION
Pioneer does its cost estimating using the "Asset Center" burden approach, as opposed
to the more common, less demanding technique of deriving manufacturing cost by
applying departmental or plant wide burden as a percentage of direct labor cost. The
"Asset Center" approach is not normally used by most companies because it requires
a more refined and sophisticated data collectionsystem, the complexity of which is
shunned by comptrollers. It is however, more accurate and for this and many other
reasons is the approach used by Pioneer. The following paragraphs review some of
the philosophical rationale for using "Asset Center" burden rates.
Classicallyburden rates are historicallydetermined -- the burden rates for this year's
projected costs are based on what was accumulated last year. The resultant burden
rates are closely guarded secrets by most companies. The question could easily be
asked, then, how does Pioneer -- a consultant house with manufacturing operations
--come to possess burden rates, especially in an "Asset Center" format?
Pioneer has been applying the "Asset Center" costing methodology for well over a
decade. The costing personnel is,and has been, composed of individualswho have had
significant,in depth, experience in costing and manufacturing, especially in the auto-
motive industry. This depth of exposure has been harnessed to quantify the factors
contributing to the operation of a nominal manufacturing facility. This process is
tedious and time consuming, requiring a number of iterationsto verify the choice of
coefficients. The results are variable and manufacturing burden rates that are
representative of a reasonably well managed production facility. These rates are for
obvious reasons considered proprietary.
The evidence of the sufficiency of the burden rates has been two-fold. First,Pioneer
has had the opportunity to compare its costs for various items directly with those
produced for various companies by their personnel These comparisons have been made
on the level of labor, material, and burden costs,not merely an end item summary.
Second, Pioneer routinely does purchase analysis, that is, checking the cost being paid
for purchased items. Where a Pioneer cost estimate is below the purchase cost,
Pioneer has gone out to qualified vendors for new quotations. Literally millions of
dollars have been saved by Pioneer clients where Pioneer costs have indicated that
the purchase price should be lower than that being paid.
As a result Pioneer has gained confidence in the reliability of its "Asset Center" burden
rates.
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PIO6iEER ENGINEERING & KIJ_IUFACTURING
BURDEN FACTORS
FIXED
Salaries & Fringes
Haint. Repair
(Grounds & External Bldg.)
Welding Equipment
Hatertal Hand]Ing
Hon Capit_11zed Project Expense
P_productlon Expense set up as
a fixed cost
Dies (Maintenance)
Operating Supplies
Office Supplies
Janitor Supplies
Hlsc. Supplies
Heating
Transportation
Electric Power & Light
(Based on mln. rate x usage
set by Utility)
Water
Communications(k'ats)
Plant Protection
Non Productive Freight
Company Car & Travel Expense
Executive Fringes & Services
State & Local Taxes
Insurance
Depreciation
Pensions & Leaseholds
VARIABLE
Salaries & Fringes
Malnt. Repair
(Internal Bldg. & Production Equlpt.)
Weldlng Equipment
Material HandlIng
Power Tools
Expense Tools
Set-up
Dies
Operating Supplles
Office SupplIes
Welding Supplies
Janltor Supplles
Other Hisc. Supplles
Transportation
Electric Power & Light
Fuel
Water
Other Purchased Services
(i.e. Kelly Girls)
Non Productive Freight
Figure 5
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Figure 5 liststhe factors that have been considered in the determination of the Pioneer
burden rates. The ratio of applicationof these costs between fixed and variable burden
are not shown inasmuch as this is considered proprietary.
COST METHODOLOGY VARIANCE
Estimating as the name implies, is not an exact science, rigidlycontrolled by natural
laws. There are variables. The variables are:
1. The method manufacture of the part.
2. The skillof the estimator.
3. The applicable labor and burden rates used by the estimator.
4. The estimating methodology.
Each of these variables is capable of producing differences in cost estimates of the
same part.
Much of estimating is based on judgement. The firstvariable,method of manufacture,
is judgement dominated. How a part is to be made is conditioned by the estimator's
background and work experiences. For example, because one estimator's background
is stamPing-intensive , chances are his judgements (opinions),reflectinga higher degree
of skill,will produce a highly reliableestimate of a sheet metal part. The same man,
estimating a machined part, will not produce as reliablean estimate.
In many cases, there is no single, best way to make a part. When the production
volume is large enough to justifya double tool-up, for example, some manufacturers
will deliberately tool the same part differentlyin order to gain operating experience
in their search of optimum methods. For example: Today, door panels -- both inner
and outer -- are produced singlyby one automotive company, and doubly (two-at-a-time)
by a competitor. In each case, production volumes are similar. What factors prompted
these dissimilar tool-ups? Presumably, both methods were considered by each process
engineer before the final choice. Each had to consider the "economics" of both
methods. Is one "more rightn than the other? What this illustrates,is the flexibility
inherent in the estimating process.
Some men, cautious by nature, will play it safe and "throw in two or three more
operations". (1) This generosity is, in turn, compounded by the multiplier effect --three
to five times -- when the burden cost is applied.
(1)Operations = Steps in the manufacturing sequence.
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From these examples, it is easy to see how estimating variances can occur in the first
two variables.
The third variable, labor and burden rates, is the most abused element in cost estimating.
The reason is that most estimators are excellent mechanics and engineers, know
manufacturing techniques, but are poor financiers -- most have only a rudimentary
comprehengon of how burden rates and burden costs are developed and applied. Their
principal interest is in developing the manufacturing sequence, and specifying the
equipment and tooling. Of secondary importance (interest) is the selection of the
proper labor and burden rates. This step, performed almost casually by most estimators,
is perhaps the most important in the estimating process because of the multiplier
effect (most estimators calculate the burden cost of an operation by multiplying the
direct labor cost by a burden percentage factor, usually two to eight times the labor
cost).
Most manufacturing operations involve a _ngle machine, such as a punch press, run
by a gngle operator. To illustrate how the typical estimator develops a cost estimate,
assume such a machine, run by a _ngle operator, performing a forming operation, a
sheet metal part, 300 parts per hour are produced in this operation. The direct labor,
60
therefore, is .2 minutes per part (3--_). Assuming a direct labor cost of $10.00 per
hour the labor cost for this operation comes to:
.2 X I0.00 _ $.033
60
The next step is the calculation of the burden or factory overhead. Estimating
departments have a schedule of burden rates, a specific rate for a specific machine,
developed by the plant comptroller.
One of the methods used in calculating burden is to multiply the direct labor cost for
a given operation by a percentage factor: e.g., 300%, 400%, etc. These percentage
factors are developed from historicaldata accumulated over a number of accounting
periods. These factors usually are based on data covering a whole department (sometimes
on data which is not broken down below that of a whole plant). Consequently, the
factors can be influenced by departmental conditions not specifically related to the
operation itself. Burden rates based on historical data can very easily include
inefficiencies that get lost in the overall departmental or plant operation.
Burden costs developed as a percentage of labor are sfiU related to the type of
equipment, It should be noted that labor can vary relative to a piece of equipment
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depending upon the complexity of the part and specific operation performed but the
burden remains the same. As an illustration of this and expanding on the example
discussed above:
Labor Cost (.033) X Burden Factor (300%) = $.099.
The combined labor and burden cost for this operation, then, is .033 + .099 = $.132.
Assume in our example that a second man, a helper, is required to man the stamping
press. The labor cost now becomes $.066 per operation per part. The unwary estimator
will often assume that the burden cost should then be 300% X .066, or $.198.
This is obviously false, since the overhead doesn't double simply because another man
has been added. Only the incremental costs, in this situation, associated with the
additon of the second man should be added to the base cost calculated earlier. The
estimator should "up the cost" of the operation by only the direct labor cost of the
second man ($.033). The burden cost would remain as it was when one man operated
the press. The new cost for the press operation, now manned by an operator and a
helper, is .033 + .033 + .099 = $.165.
Another problem which occurs frequently in estimating, is the application of burden
to an unmanned manufacturing operation. For example, assume a sequence of six press
operations required to make a stamping. The first, or blanking operation, required
two operators to remove the blank, dope it with lubricant and insert it in the draw
die of the following operation, making sure that two blanks have not stuck together
(a double blank could wreck the draw die). The next three operations are loaded and
unloaded mechanically, the part is even inverted between operation 3 and 4, all without
operator intervention. The final operation, a cam-piercing operation, requires one
operator who removes the part, applies a dab of paint for indentification, and hangs
the part onto a conveyor.
What cost does the estimator assign to each operation? If he is using the burden
percentage method, there is no problem with the first and final operations, since these
have operators. The estimator simply calculates the direct labor cost for each of
these, then multiplies these by the burden percentage rates to obtain the burden cost,
making sure, of course, that he has not doubled the burden cost in the first operation
which has two operators.
The problem arises when the estimator tries to apply his formula to those operations
which are unmanned. There is no direct labor cost, nothing he can multiply by his
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burden percentage rate. The unwary estimator willfrequently assume that, since there
is no labor cost, there can be no burden cost.
We know this to be false,since all of the burden elements -- with the exception of
fringe benefits -- are stillthere whether an operator is present or not.
Another method of burden cost calculation used by Pioneer, is the "Burden Center"
concept.
Whereas the "Burden Percentage" method covers a fulldepartment, sometimes an entire
plant, the "Burden Center" approach considers a much smaller entity: a singlemachine
plus only those expenses directly associated with the operation of the machine. These
expenses are both variable (expenses which vary with product volume changes) and
fixed (expenses which are unaffected by volume changes).
Typical variable expenses considered in burden would be (thisis not a complete list):
-- Indirect Labor
-- Perishable Tools
-- Fuel
Typical fixed and non-variable expenses would be:
-- Taxes
-- Amortization
-- Some Clerks & Janitors
-- Maintenance
-- Fringe Benefits
-- Utilities
-- Insurance
-- Some Supervision
-- Some Utility Bills
A pro rata share of each of these elements is assigned to each burden center. The
result is a carefully-developed, localized cost for a specific machine or other asset,
reflecting only those expenses unique to that machine. These costs are stated in
"dollars per machine-hour" giving rise to the expression: Machine-hour rate.
"Burden Center" rates can be generated historicaldata, or they can be developed from
equipment specifications and requirements for power, lubrication,light,heat, indirect
labor, average maintenance, material handling, and other costs required to keep the
equipment operating. The latter method of burden development is beneficial when
developing costs for a new plant or facilitywhere historicaldata has not been developed.
Another advantage in the latterapproach is that nominal burden costs can be developed
around nominal equipment production rates.
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Costs developed around nominal production rates for a piece of equipment are an
important consideration when assessing production costs. For example, a piece of
equipment has a theoretical production rate for which it is designed. This theoretical
rate may not be achieved because of inherent equipment and human operational
conditions. However, "nominal" rates have been established through experience of an
acceptable "efficient"plant. Well managed plants can achieve these nominal rates.
All cost analyses should be developed around burden rates based on "nominal" production
standards. Costs developed with burden rates established with other than nominal
standards should not be used for comparison because they include variances in production
inefficienciesand do not have a common base. Pioneer costs are established around
nominal production rates.
There are other cost methodologies. One such method uses the cost-per-pound approach.
Under thismethod, the parts of a car, for example, are grouped by classes of material:
steel stampings, castings, forgings, molded plastics,etc. The cost of each part is
divided by itsfinishedweight, and a cost-per-pound obtained: a "meat-market" approach.
Pioneer does not endorse this method because of its dependence on a straight-line
relationshipbetween weight and cost. For example, ifa seven-pound brake drum cost
$3.50, will a nine-pound drum cost $4.50? ($.50 per pound.) Unlikely. The labor and
burden will remain essentiallythe same for each size of drum, but the material cost,
obviously, will be different. In spite of its imprecision, the method has some utility:
as a "rough-and-dirty" indicator of approximate cost, as a crude verificationthat the
estimate is "in the ball park".
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